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Abstract 
This work is divided into tIro parts. Part I describes the GALCIT 
:L,:,.age systen: tare procec'.ure as it is used at the present tin:e, t-l-te tech-
, 
ni~ues of operation, and the assQsptions used. The tare procedure is 
an experimental method for obtaining the aerod;yna.."Ltc interference forces 
and rr.orcents produced on a ,,Tind tunnel model ~g the supporting structure 
"hich holds it fixec'. in the ,,Tindstream. The present technique has been 
in use at GALCIT for over five years, during which tliae many small in-
consistencies kept recurring, indicating the need for refinement of 
the procedures. Part II is a report on the first phase of the investi-
gations planJled for the attack on these !lroblems. 
In Part II are given the measurements of the interactions on a 
simple, rectangular ,·Ting, and of the air loads on the suspension systen: 
,r.i.thout a model !lresent. An attempt is made to give a physical picture 
of the rather elaborate flou patterns around the 1r.i.nc'.shields, and of 
uhr,t happens to the aerodynamic characteristics of a ,,Ting uhen it is 
:i~sersed in such a flow field. SODe of the inadequacies of the present 
techniques are isolated and their macritudes determined. A first tr'J 
is made at measuring the tares for a yawed , .. Ting, ,.!ith encouraging re-
sults. The need for further exper:L'1lental Hork is clearly indicated, 
as '·lell as for a theoretical study of the flou patterns in the tunnel 
throat. 
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PART I 
REPORJe OH 
TilE GALCn PROCEDURE, AS 01' JUNE 1943, 
FOR JeilE EXPE"ILEliTAL DETZRl:IEA:;'IOr OF Tl-':E AEROLlYiTALIC IHTERl'':':REl:CES 
OF TiiE EODEL prrpm~l-gpfl~: SISTEj< OF q~ib 10 :rOOT efl~a TITii:·JEL 
Ho. of pages 26 Date gli~e 1 1948 
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The GALeIT model sapport interference dete~nation procedure is 
described. An eX2 . .''lple set of tare test data is presented in safficient 
detail to enable "-'lyone familiar with .-lind tmmel testing to use the 
techni~ueK 
The procedure requires the use· of an inage systsn of suuport struts 
and l-1indshiel:l.s which is mounted as the reflection below the nodel of the 
per"anent srlDI~ort s;rstem above the model. \-Ihen the nodel is inverted the 
geo!".18trical relation of the mage systen to the Dodel is the 82.218 as the 
geo:'letrical relation of the ?err,lanent support syste211 to the nodel Dounted 
i~ nor2al rig. It is assumed that th~ effects of the iMage system on the 
invertec. nodel are equal to the effects of the perLlanent support system 
on the !:lodel in norJ71.al rig. Then the effects of the image system are the 
interference tares. 
Also included in the procedure are the corrections for clear-tunnel 
windstrea~ inclination and curvature. 
Tl18 :r.ethod is '-1sed only for models at zero yaw fLlJ.gle. 
It is estiTIated that this procedure gives tare values accurate to 
within 5;; to 10% of the correct values. 
I-I 
1-2 
1-3 
1-4 
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Sketch ShOHin[ windshield, bayonet, and trunnion details 
Plot I for a typical GALCIT tare investigation --- CL vs. Ctg 
Plot II for a typical GALCrT tare investigation ---
Plot III for a t:lpical G;\LCn tare investigation ---
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TABLE I 
NOTATION 
erg (geometrical) = Angle of attack of wing chord line relative to 
turmel axis . (Angle of attack is positive when 
airplane nose is raised, trailing edge lowered.) 
a~ = Angle of attack tare 
CD' 
P 
• 
= 
= 
Lift coefficient = measured lift force 
qS 
tends to lift the airplane) 
(CL is positive when it 
Parasite drag coefficient uncorrected for drag tare 
2-
measured drag force_ CL + ACD (Drag is positive when it acts qS 1t'AR 
in the direction of the relative wind) 
CD?:;' = Drag tare coefficient = drag tare force qS 
~Ca = Wind tunnel wall interference correction to the observed drag 
= 
Cffiu = 
2 Constant x CL 
Pitching moment coefficient = measured pitching moment 
qSc 
E~ is positive when it tends to raise the airplane nose) 
~K K = Pitching moment tare coefficient = pitching moment tare ~~ qSc 
Lift and drag forces act through the model trunnions 
Pitching moment is measured about the model trunnion axis acting 
in the vertical plane containing the lift and drag force vectors 
For the above coefficients use: 
S = Projected wing area 
c = Mean aerodynamic chord 
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd) 
AR = Wing aspect ratio 
b 1:1 Wing span 
q = Dynamic pressure averaged over model span for tunnel with normal 
v 
p 
support struts and 1.dndshields 
= t,P V2 
= \lindstream velocity averaged over model span 
= Mass density of air 
= Windshield and bayonet image system installed below the model 
in the tunnel and acting as the image of the main support '\.Jind-
shields and bayonets. 
Model (Inv.) = Model mounted with suction side up in tunnel 
Model (Normal) = Model mounted with pressure side up in the tunnel so 
that the main support struts enter the pressure side 
of the wing 
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REPORT ON 
THE GALCIT PROCEDURE, AS OF JUNE 1943 , 
FOR THE EXPERD·lENTAL DETERHlNATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE 
OF THE HODEL SUSPENSIO;, SYSTEH OF THE 10 FOOT HIND Tffi'IHEL 
A. Introduction 
This report describes the experimental procedure for determining 
the aerodynamic inter ference effects of the model suspensi on system as 
developed at GALeIT by June 1943 . The original version of this r eport , 
which was included in GALeIT Report 402, was written by the author as a 
part of his research work, and has been revised into the pr esent form for 
inclusion in the ~~esis manuscript . All aerodynamic interference , or tare , 
effects have been measured (at GALCIT) according to this pr ocedure since 
June 1943, even though the results have been frequently inconsistent . In 
general , these inconsistencies have been small, being of the or der of 5% 
to 10% of the correct values . 
Section B of this report contains a discussion of the basic princi-
ples underlying the tare procedure . Section C contains a discussion of 
the effects of unsymme'trical clear tunnel flow. In Section D a typical 
tare test is described . In Section E the probl em of when to make tare 
tests is briefly discussed . It should be noted that the procedures 
described herein apply only to the GALCIT Ten Foot \-lind Tunnel and will 
not necessarily be proper for other tunnels . 
Befor e proceeding to the discussion of the tares it is necessary to 
briefly describe the GALCIT test setup* and some of the terminology. 
Models are suspended from three struts which enter the tunnel 
---------------
* See Figure I - I, Page I - 23 
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through the top uall . Each strut is enclosed in a ' uindshield , except 
for the lower 8 inches of the struts . Airflo\l bet>reen each strut and its 
windshield is prevented by means of thin rubber diaphragn seals . The two 
main wing struts are adjustable in the spanwise direction, and the tail 
or aft strut is adjustable fore and aft . The attachment points of the 
struts to the model are called the trunnion points . The trunnion fittings 
are sunk into the wing at the trunnion points and the trunnion well is 
filled with sponge rubber which prevents airflow through the wing and also 
fills out the wing contour around the trunnion . The lower part of each strut 
is detachable and is called a bayonet . It is the bayonet portion of the 
strut which is exposed to the uind stream. Two types of bayonets are 
used for the wing struts , one having a very thin streamline cross- section 
and the other an elliptical cross- section. The tail strut bayonet has a 
circular cross- section . ft~ bayonets are roughened to prevent laminar 
separation on them. The most important details to keep in mind are: 1) 
the exposed length of each strut is a constant dimension regardless of the 
type of model or of the attitude of the model in the tunnel; 2) the span-
wise location of the main wing struts (and their windShields) generally is 
fixed for a given wing, but will vary for different models ; 3) the fore 
and aft location of the tail strut and its t-lindshield is fixed for a given 
wing by the sting length, and for a given fuselage by the tail length; and 
4) for a given model operated only in pitch the main struts and ,v.indshields 
remain fixed, while the tail strut and windshield undergo considerable vertical 
motion and some fore and aft motion as the model is pitched. 
All normal tests are made ,·Ii th the model upside down so that the 
support struts enter the Imler or pressure surface of the wing and fuselage . 
In this manner the suspension system interferences are reduced to the minimum. 
. .. 
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\/ben the model is upside- down it is said to be in the ftnormal" attitude; 
when the model is rightside-up it is said to be in the "inverted" attitude. 
Since the model can only be supported by the three suspension struts which 
are fixed above the model in the upper half of the tunnel , it is necessary to 
mount the "image" of the suspension system in the lower half of the tunnel 
below the model . This image system consists of three windshields and three 
bayonets which are exact replicas of the main suspension system bayonets and 
windshields . In effect the image system is the vertical reflection of the 
main system into the loyer side of the trunnion plane . !-/hen the tares are 
to be determined, the model is inverted and two runs are made-- with and witJl,-
out the image system in place. Then the tare is equal to the difference 
between the forces and moments for the two runs, and is assumed to be equal 
to the interference tare of the main suspension system for the model mounted 
in the normal attitude. Notice that the image system with model inverted has 
the same relationship to the model as the main suspension system has uith the 
model in the normal attitude . 
No attempt was ever made prior to l·!arch 1947, to measure tares for 
the model in yaw. Some pre] j mi nary ya\l tests are reported in Part II of this 
manuscript . 
B. Basic Principles of GALCIT Tare Procedure 
The GALCIT tare procedure is based entirely on the supposition that all 
aerodynamic interferences on the model caused by the model suspension system 
are constant and additive (within the desired accuracy limits) if measured at 
the same model lift coefficient, provided the model configuration and the 
tunnel free stream velocity are not changed . This means that, within the 
desired accuracy limits, we assume the interferences due to the installation 
of an exact image of the main suspension system are equal to and independent 
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of the interferences caused bw the installation of the main suspension system; 
i.e . , the tare obteined with an image system is equal to the true tare of the 
main system. For this supposition to be true it is necessary to meet the 
follO\nng condition: all portions of the model at which the air flow is 
modified bw the image and main suspension systems must have the air forces 
acting on these portions follow a linear law (within the desired accuracy 
limits) with respect to the changes in either direction or magnitude of the 
air flow whith are caused bw the i nterference of the image system or the main 
suspension system, either separately or combined. There are additional limi-
tetions which are concerned wi til any lack of axial symmetry in the clear 
tunnel flow when neither of the windshield systems nor a model is in the 
tunnel; but for the present, symmetrical flow will be assumed, i . e ., the 
clear tunnel flm·! everywhere has constant velocity parallel to the tunnel axis . 
If the fundamentel tare procedure supposition is correct, then the tare 
correction simply amounts to taking the difference between the forces and 
moments for the run (I'lodel inverted) with image system in and the run (model 
inverted) \·lith image system out, and subtracting it from the forces and moments 
for the run (model normal) with image system out to give the final corrected 
date . Note that both the difference and the subtraction operations are carried 
out at the same lift coefficient . Fron the basic condition steted in the 
first paragraph we conclude that there are no direct restrictions on the 
magnitude or sign of the interference velocities and forces . Tbe latter may 
have any possible variation provided they remain cons tent and additive when 
measured at the same model lift coefficient . Up to the present time there 
have been no theoretical calculations made in this field and therefore we are 
forced to rely on experimental correlation date for justification of the 
accuracy of the procedure . 
It is clear that the precision of the tare values will be equal to the 
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precision of the total measured quantities and of the final corrected coeffi-
cients-- this is true because the same measuring system is used throughout. 
Similarly, the accuracy of the tare values (i . e . , the accuracy of measurement) 
is essentially equivalent to the accuracy of the final corrected coefficients. 
This means that the numerical data can be measured with the desired accuracy 
and precision and that the only question to be answered is : do the measurements 
and calculations made in the GALeIT tare procedure give the true tare values? 
It is believed by the author that there is only one reliable method which will 
answer this question. The method is : measure tares on a given model for as 
large a variation as possible in the number , type , and location of the struts 
in the tunnel ,mile the model is held in a fixed location, and then coopare 
the final corrected coefficients for each strut orientation. If the final 
results agree , it seems evident, with such a wide variation in the inter-
ferences on the model , that the tare procedure must be correct . This checking 
method can be considerably improved if the model is symmetrical about the 
vertical and horizontal planes containing the Hing root chord. In this case 
it is necessary that , at zero lift coefficient, a. = 0, em :: 0 , and the drag 
be a minimum; provided , of course , that the tunnel flow has axial symmetry. 
Some tests have been made using this method and the results were all favorahle . 
The chief difficulties which have been encountered have been in the attempts 
to correct for the decidely unsymmetrical clear tunnel flow pattern in the 
GALeIT tunnel. 
At the GALe IT tunnel it has been found experimentally that 85% to 90% 
of the tares are caused by aerodynamic interference with the wing and hori-
zontal tail surfaces -- this is evidence which lends support to the use of the 
model lift coefficient as the independent variable throughout the tare pro-
cedure . Because of this dependence of the tares on the wing and tail lift 
• 
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coefficients it is reasonable to assume that the requireoents of the original 
supposition can be met if the flow (including all interferences) around the 
wing and tail follows the first order ,·ling theory. Thus it seems quite possi-
ble that t he tares are additive for normal size models and moderate angles of 
attack . As the model lift coefficient increases through and above the value 
of 1 .0, the first order wing theory breaks down and , similarily, it is probable 
that the tares are no longer additive . Fortunately, however, the model drag 
increases so rapidly near CL " 1.0 and above , that the drag tare soon becomes 
negligible in comparison with the corrected model drag . On the other hand, 
the angle of attack and pitching moment tares are normally constant up to the 
wing stall so that it is sufficient to extrapolate then to any desired lift 
coefficient. 
From consideration of the preceding discussion and from the experience 
gained in the GALCIT tunnel in hundreds of tare run~ we can now set down a 
number of practical rules to follow during a tare investigation: 
1) The nodel suspension struts and their ,-lindshields should be as thin 
as possible . The area- blocking by the windshields should not be larger than 
3% to 6% (4. 5% at GALCIT) . 
2) The tips of the main wing windshields should be not less than one 
half and not more than three- halfs of the local wing chord above t he wing . 
The tail windshield should have somewhat more exposed bayonet length than the 
main windshields . 
3) All three windshields should be kept as far from each other as is 
practicable . The nain ~lindshields must be kept away from t he frselage ~ 
nacelles , or other protuberances on the wing . The tail windshield should 
be as far aft as possible and still be six to ten inches ahead of the model 
tail- surfaces . 
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4) The trunnion wells must be filled to prevent airflow through them, 
and the filler material must be flush Yith the normal wing contours for all 
model attitudes . 
5) The air gap between each strut and its windshield must be sealed 
off from the tunnel wind stream. This should be done without allowing appr eci-
able forces to be transmitted through the seals to the struts . 
6) The image syst em windshields and bayonets should be exact replicas 
of the main suspension system. Particular attention should be given to all 
parts of the image system on which the air forces add directly into the tares . 
7) Do not use the elliptical bayonets on small chord wings (less than 
10 inches) , or near protuberances on the wing, or ,men the trunnions are 
forward of the 30% point of the local .. ling chord, or wen the trunnions are 
forward of the transition point . 
8) All experimental data should be plotted immediately after they are 
taken so that all "scatter points" can be checked before starting the next 
run. All abrupt changes in t he slope and curvature must be checked carefully, 
and, if they look abnormal , the operator must make sure that they are not 
caused ~ interferences from the image or suspension systems . 
9) Hhen testing low drag , laminar flou airfoils or wings with similar 
profiles there will usually be sharp breaks in the lift, drag, and pitching 
moment curves even for normal attitude tests . In this case all the tare data 
should show the breaks to occur at the same lift coefficient . If such is not 
true then the assumption of additive interferences is no longer valid . At 
t he GflJLCIT this effect is not large and the tare curves are faired into smooth 
continuous lines . 
10) Pressure measurenents in the vicinity of ~ of the three windshields 
will be in error ~ the amount 5'f the interference velocity field . If an 
accuracy of better than 2% or 3% of q is desired , it will probably be necessary 
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to make corrections to the pressure da?a unless the measurement points are 
at least 15 inches from the nearest windshield . 
C. Effects of Unsymmetrical . Clear-Tunnel Flow on Tare Procedure 
The entire discussion of Part B was based on the assumption of parallel 
and uniform clear- tunnel flow throughout the tunnel throat. That this is 
not true for the GALCIT tunnel has been proven in many ways . In fact the 
deviations from symmetrical flow are so important that a considerable portion 
of the time spent in developing the present GALCIT tare procedure has been 
used up in the attempt to deter mine the characteristics of the clear-tunnel 
flow. There are three reasons for this : 1) even though the tares may be 
correct, the final results are not correct since the free flight condition 
of parallel and uniform flow is not fulfilled, ·2) most of the possible 
unsymmetries will cause errors in the tares , and 3) the great usefulness 
of symmetrical models in verifying the correctness of the tare procedure 
is largely nullified . 
The most important unsymmetries in the GALCIT tunnel floll are: 
inclination of the flow in the vertical or pitch direction, spanwise 
variation in the magnitude of this inclination , curvature in the flow, a 
differential inclination behreen the "ling and tail positions , and vertical 
veloci ty- gradients . Still other unsymmetries have been found .;hich, so far 
as is knm.ffi, have negligible effects . The probable origins of the unsymoetries 
are : a poorly loaded wind tunnel fan, a small ·contraction ratio, a short 
settling chamber ahead of the throat, and a large cut- out* in the top of 
the throat which is only partially corrected for by a deflector upstream of 
the cutout . This cutout or "conning tower" must be open whenever the model is 
yal,;ed, in order to allOl; space for the movement of the three windshields . 
---------------
*See Figure 1-1, Page 1- 23 
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For most tests the conning tower is left open even though the model is not 
yalled . It should be understood that the unsy!Dl!letries "lhich have been mentioned 
are not large deviations and ~~at their effects are small, except for the 
vertical inclination. All of these effects except that of the vertical 
velocity-gradient can be accounted for by a simple extension of the tare 
procedure outlined in Section B. 
This extension brings up to date the development of the tare pro-
cedure, l>1hich nOll consists of the following tests: 
Run 1 : model inverted, 
Run 2: II 
" 
plus image system, 
Run 3: 
" 
normal " " " 
Run 4: 
" " 
, 
for each run measure lift, drag, and pitching 
moment versus angle of attack . 
All details of the calculation procedure are given in Section D. These 
will include a discussion of the methods for correcting for the dissy!Dl!letries 
in the clear-tunnel flow. 
D. Typical Tare Determination Test 
In the standard GALCIT tare investigation four runs are made , fron 
the r esults of which the tare values are completely determined . One of the 
runs is also the base run to which the tares are applied to give the final 
corrected coefficients . The base run may be either model inverted or model 
normal depending on the attitude at uhich the model is rigged for the r est 
of the test . • lolhenever it is possible, the model should be tested in normal 
rig because the interferences are smaller in that case . For the example 
given here l·,e will assume that the model is to be tested in normal rig . No 
r estriction is applied because Of the model configuration since the tare 
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procedure (at present) does not vary with the model arrangement . HOl-Iever, 
it is of great importance to realize that a given tare test applies only to 
the model configuration and the tunnel velocity used in the tare test . el~l 
far it is possible to go in assuming the tares are universal is discussed in 
Section E. 
In practice the tare procedure must be adjusted to conform with the 
manner in Yhich the tunnel velocity calibration was obtained . At the GALeIT 
the velocity (or dynamic pressure) calibration is made with the three main 
suspension struts and windshields mounted in the tunnel . A more correct 
method would be to use the calibration for clear- tunnel conditions. However, 
the present method makes the tare calculations sim~ler and does not appreciably 
impair the correctness or accuracy of the results . For each run in the tare 
series it is necessary to read lift, drag and pitching moment by one degree 
increments in angle of attack over the pitch range of from two degrees below 
zero lift to the wing stall . All of the data should be plotted, and the curves 
drawn in completely . 
The data for the typical tare plots are presented on Fig . 1- 2 , 1-3, 
and 1-4; they represent the actual results obtained on a conventional model 
tested in the GALyIT tunnel in ~~rch 1943 . On Fig . 1- 2 is plotted the un-
corrected lift coefficient (CL) vs. angle of attack ( CXg ) for each of the 
four runs . The slope (dCi!dQg) of each curve is measured for the straight 
por tion of the curve going through zero lift. For this plot the normal dynamic 
pressure (qo) is used in calculating CL, with the result that the two runs 
with image system in have a higher lift curve slope than do the two runs with 
image system out . This increase in the lift curve slope is taken to be equiva-
lent to the effective increase in the velocity due to the blocking effect of 
the image system. Therefore , all data for the runs with i1:Jage system in are 
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reduced with the effective q obtained from Plot I, so that they ~y be directly 
compared with the image- system- out runs . For the tare results to be considered 
reliable the curves of Plot I should have the following characteristics : 1) 
all four curves should have very closely the same shape, 2) the tuo runs with 
the image system out should have the same lift curve slope and nearly the same 
maxiJIIUIIl lift coefficient , 3) the two runs with the image system in should 
have the same lift curve slope and nearly the same maximum lift coefficient, 
and 4) the effective increase in q due to the image system should be 2% to 
5% of the nominal value , qo . An examination of Fig . 1- 2 shows that most of 
these characteristics are present below CL ~ 0.9 , and that above CL = 0.9 the 
agreement is quite poor . This indicates that the tares will not be reliable 
above CL = 0 .9 . Therefore it is considered to be better to extrapolate the 
tares beyond CL ~ 0 .9 according to the experience gained from previous tests . 
On Fig . 1-3 are presented the lift, drag , and pitching moment curves 
(vs . CL) for all four runs of the tare series . Notice that the t,ro runs ~qith 
image- system- in have now been corrected for the blocking effect of the image 
systam. iTe will consider fir st the t,;o runs ,·Ti th model normal and inverted 
and image- system- in -- this is the so- called "symmetr ical tunnel" setup . 
We find : 1) t he pitching Doment curves are parallel and spread apart , 2) 
the Q g curves are parallel and spread apart, and 3) the drag curves are 
spread apart (in rotation only) about the zero lift point : Now items 2 and 
3 can be accounted for by straight inclination in the clear tunnel flm;, but 
item 1 must be explained by an effective curvature in the clear tunnel flow 
for model without a tail (camber change) , or by a differential inclination 
between the wing and the tail positions for model ~qith a tail . Actually both 
of these effects are pr esent in the GALC1T tunnel. Since the ultimate aim of 
the Wind tunnel test is to obtain data for free f light conditions, it is 
necessary to correct the data f~r these dissymmetries in the clear- tunnel flow. 
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The correction just amounts to averaging the data for the two runs in question, 
and then using the "average curve" as the true curve for model with image-
system- in. Such a curve is plotted only for the pitching moments . (See Fig . 
1- 3) . The differences between the drag curves are plotted as ~C~ vs . CL p 
and a str aight line drawn through the points. Then the inclination effect on 
drag is taken as one half of the ordinates of this straight line . One half of 
the difference between the OC curves is taken as the combined inclination and g 
curvature effect on angle of attack . The basic theory substantiating these 
corrections for inclination and curvature in the ,lind stream is well kno,m and 
will not be discussed here . 
After obtaining these "average" curves for the symmetrical tunnel setup, 
the final tare values are taken directly from the curves as ShOlnl on Fig . 1-3. 
The pitching moment tare , Cm,!:" and the drag tare , CD't" are plotted on Fig . 
1-4 . The angle of attack tare , iX1;', is assumed to be constant and equal to 
the value measured at zero lift coefficient. 
For the tares to be considered r eliable (by present standards) it is 
necessary to meet the following conditions : 1) all four pitching moment 
curves should be closely parallel ; 2) all four ~ curves should be parallel; g 
3) the two curves for model normal should be symmetrically spaced (from the 
"average curve") with respect to t he tl{O curves for model inverted for both 
pitching moment and angle of attack ; 4) all four runs should show nearly the 
same maximum lift coefficient and stall pattern; 
system- in should have the same drag at CL = 0; 6) 
5) the tuo runs with image-
the a C~ K values should 
p 
conform closely to a straight line when pl otted against CL; 7) the two runs 
liith image- system- out should have nearly the same drag at CL = 0; 8) the 
pitching moment tare should be nearly constant "ith a value between 0 and 
o 
+0. 0400; 9) the angle of attack tare should have a value betl{een - 0 .1 and 
• 
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and _1 . 00 ; 10) the clear tunnel inclination obtained from the drag curves 
00, ) 
should lie bet~leen 0 .1 and 0. 8 do\m\;asn in the tunnel; 11 the value of 
CDL;'at CL = 0 may vary between 0 . 0020 and 0 . 0100, and the slope (dCD-c- /dCL) 
should be of the order of - 0 .01; 12) sharp breaks in the curves for any of 
the three quantities , C
mu
' Cl:g' c~ I should occur at very nearly the same 
lift coefficient for all four runs . 
Examination of Fig . 1-3 will show that all conditions except item (6) 
have been satisfactorily met for lift coefficients bel ow 0 . 8. On going above 
~ : 0 . 8 the indicated tares must be considered increasingly unreliable , and 
extrapolated values should be used --- this has been done for the final- tare 
plots on Fig . 1- 4 . The fact that Runs 100 and 103 do not have the same drag 
value at CL = 0 is ~~ficient cause to repeat the entire tare test unless it 
can be justified by extenuating circumstances such as: changes in the model 
configuration or surface finish for Run 103 which would not affect the tares 
but would change the model drag for the final run ; differences in the wind-
shield interference effects for model normal and inver ted --- these can usually 
be expected for large fuselages or nacelles . For the model in question both 
of these effects uere definitely present and therefore the tare results were 
approved and used . 
In practice the greatest difficulty encountered in the use of the 
GALeIT tare procedure is in fulfilling the absolute requirement that the 
model surface condition and all movable surfaces remain fixed throughout 
the first three runs of the tare series . Since the fourth run is used as a 
check insofar as the tare determinstion is concerned, it is not necessary 
(although desirable) to maintain the model conditions fixed for run four, 
unless the tares for model inverted are also required . Notice that for model-
inverted- tares the last three rqns are used in the tare determination, the 
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results of which are applied to the first run. In general it is best to 
keep the model condition fixed for all four runs of the tare ser ies . 
E. llhen Are Tare Tests Required? 
For most models it is possible to estimate the tares ,f.lthin the follow-
ing limits : 
6 CDL' '" Z: 0 . 0015 
6Q't' V' ! 0 . 2° 
6 Gm Vl :'0. 0080 
't' 
Thus , if the results are not r equir ed to have a precisi on better than the 
error in the estiTIated tar es , it i s not necessary to run tare tests . In 
some cases the estimates can be ~de even mor e closely . Similarly, it 
f r equently happens that the absolute magnitude of the results is not requir ed, 
in which case tares are usually not requir ed and need not be measured . 
The tar e values (in coefficient form) \f.lll vary "d.th tunnel velocity, 
suspension strut location, type of bayonet, and model configuration. The 
variation of the tares ,f.lth tunnel velocity is small but not negligible . In 
the region of 30 to 35 Ib/ft2 dynamic pr essure there will f r equently be a 
critical point (probably transition on the bayonets) and the tares \f.lll change 
rapidly \f.lth snaIl changes in velocity . Except for this critical region the 
t ares may be assumed constant for var iations of 5 to 10 Ib/ft2 velocity head . 
Suspension strut spacing has a large effect on the tare values , and 
additi onal tests must be run for changes in the spacing of more than three 
inches . If either of the two main wing struts is near the fuselage , nacelles , 
or a \f.lng prot uberance , neI~ tares may be necessary for even a one inch change 
in spacing . As the bayonets are dir ectly exposed to the I~dstream they 
contribute a large portion of the interference drag but have very little 
effect on the pitching moment or on the angle of attack tares . The most 
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reliable procedure to follm, is to determine the basic tares (making all 
four runs) '-lith the streamline bayonets and then change to the elliptical 
bayonets in a fifth run which '-lill give the additional tare due to the larger 
bayonets . A similar procedure is required I-then changing from the nornal "po"ter-
off" tail strut bayonet to the large , hollo~tI "pol-ter - on" bayonet . 
It is necessary to make separate tare determination tests for each of 
the follo~nng model configurations : 
1) '-ling alone 
2) "nng plus fuselage 
3) '-ling plus nacelles 
4) '-ling plus nacelles plus fuselage 
5) lang plus fuselage plus tail 
6) wing plus fuselage plus tail plus nacelles 
Def'lecting the flaps '-lill have a large effect , but normally only the Cm -c-
variation is of any importance . Large external radiators "nIl change the tares 
considerably. And, finally, if the bayonets are in the model propeller slip-
stream the drag t are '-lill bacome very large and '-lill change rapidly "nth the 
propeller torque . 
It should be apparent that a complete land tunnel investigation on a 
particular model '-lill involve a considerable number of tare tests if the most 
• accurate results are desired . Unfortunately a tare deterndnation is lengthy 
and expensive if it is run properly , which results in a strong tendency to 
estimate tares more often than is desirable . 
F. Conclusions 
The GALCIT Tare Procedure, as developed by June 1943, has baen de-
scribed . p~ example set of tare plots has been worked up in sufficient detail 
to enable anyone familiar '-lith ~nd tunnel testing to use the technique . 
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Experience gained at GALCIT has shOlm this procedure to give r esults 
accurate to within 5% to 10% of the true values . Experience has also shown 
that tare tests are very difficult to run when interspersed among routine model 
tests , and still obtain reliable results . The tare runs should always be made 
consecutively , and only by experienced members of the operating crew. The 
balance data are reduced and plotted during each run, and numerous check points 
are taken . Above all, every care must be used to keep the model in the same 
physical condition throughout the series . This is not easy to do if the model 
is built of wood . 
This tare procedure has never been thoroughly checked . The estimates 
of its reliability are based on comparative data from tests run on the same 
models in other wind tunnels, from comparative tests run on the GALCIT "Wire 
Suspension System" and on the present strut system, and from predictions 
derived from aerodynamic theory and two- dimensional test data . It is expected 
that future research on interference effects , such as is described in Part II 
of this thesis , \Jill refine the test procedures considerably and may even 
alloy the tares to be calculated with reasonable accuracy. 
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smMARY - PART II 
A detailed report is given of an extensive investigation into the re-
liability of the GALCIT Image System Tare Procedure. Testing techniques and 
operating conditions are described . Some past experiences with tare tests 
are mentioned and difficulties which have arisen are pointed out. A ser ious 
att empt is made to present a clear picture of the ' complex flow patterns in 
the tunnel with both windshields and model present. Several different, but 
simple, flow pat terns are considered and the tare procedure is outlined for 
each one. Then these are combined into a modified tare procedure which is 
proposed for future tare tests . The limitations of this modified system are 
discussed at length. The great importance of having uniform flo\-l in the clear 
tunnel is emphasized. 
Experiments are reported which satisfactorily account for all air loads' 
on the suspension system without a model pres ent . The large conning tower 
in the throat ceiling is shown to markedly change the normal blocking 
effect of the windshields. Many data are described vhich help to define the 
flow patterns . Tare test results are given for a straight, rectangular ,-ling 
o 0 0 
at yaw azCgles of 0 , 19 , and 27 . GOIlparison ,nth theory as well as other 
experimental r esults indicate that the tare procedures are not yet satis-
factory. Nevertheless, some of the difficulties have been isolated and 
measured and it is believed that definite progress has been made in the under-
standing of these interference problems • 
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TABLE 1 
Definition of Angular Measurements 
= Angle of attack of wing chord line relati ve to the 
horizontal plane through the wing trunnions and measured 
in the vertical plane of symmetry of the model 
Angle of attack is positive '1hen the wing nose is raised, 
trailing edge lowered 
cX.t: = Tare angle of attack 
= 
= 
Effective wind stream inclination with respect to the 
horizontal plane 
0( g - cx't;' 
O(u corrected for wind tunnel wall interference 
= eX. +~ lE 
u 
Angle of yaw of model plane of symmetry relative to wind 
tunnel axis. Angle is positive when right-hand wing 
moves back. 
Definition of Coefficients 
CLg = 
CL T = 
CL = 
Cr>g = 
= 
= 
Uncorrected lift coefficient = measured lift force qS 
(CLg is positive when it tends to lift the wing) 
Lift tare 
Cr.g - CL '?:' 
Uncorrected drag coefficient = measured drag force 
qS· 
ECa~ is positive when it acts in the direction of the 
rel]:tive wind). CD acts along the ,lind tunnel axiS' .. g 
Drag tare 
CDg - CD -z-
Cnu + .II CD (where ~ CD is the wall interference correction) 
Parasite drag coefficient 
C 2 L 
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TABLE 1 (Cont1d) 
Cc~K = Uncorrected crosswind force coefficient 
= 
Cc -Z- --
Cc --
CJ g 
= 
= 
= 
measured crosswind force 
qS 
to the right) 
CrosSl·rind force tare 
(Cc is positive when it acts 
CCg - Cc~ (Wall interference assumed t o be zero) 
Uncorrected rolling moment coefficient 
measured rolling moment 
qSb 
to lower the right wing) 
Rolling moment tare 
(C)1g is positive when it tends 
Ca. - Co (Hall interference assumed to be zero) ~g -<1: 
Uncorrected pitching moment coefficient 
measured nitching moment 
qSc 
(Cmg is positive when it tends 
to raise the nose oft1e wing ) 
Pitching moment tare 
Cmg - Cm~ 
Cmu T ~ em (where ~ Om is the wall.interference correction) 
Uncorrected yawing moment 
measured yawing moment 
qSb 
(Cng is positive when it tends 
to move the right wing back) 
Yawing moment tare 
C~ - Cn T (Wall interference assumed to be zero) 
All moments are referred to the wing trunnion location, 
which for this wing is at the 1/4 chord point. As defined 
above, all coefficients are referenced to wind axis. When-
ever the wing is yawed the six components are r eferenced 
to stability axes. Stability axes are described as 
R 
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd) 
orthogonal axes having, at zero yaw, the same directions 
and algebraic signs as the wind axes, but differing 
from the latter in that they rotate with the wing in yaw 
(but not in pitch), uhile the wind axes remain fixed 
with respect to the relative wind. The subscript (s) is 
used, as in the defining equations below, to indicate 
force or moment coefficients which are referred to stability 
axes . 
CL - C s L 
CDs - CD cos tp - Cc sin 'f/ 
Ccs - Cc cos <r + CD sin 'f' 
Cms- - Cm cos tp - ~ C J sin 'I' 
Cj s = C)' cos 'f + t Cm sin 'I' 
Cns - Cn 
= Reynolds Number = 
h = Pressure difference betlJeen the ut' and 20 ' piezometer 
rings = 8. 684 gm/cm2 for this test 
(H- p)o = (Total pressure - static pressure) at center of throat 
on ya1il axis with three main windshields installed, 
deflector in, and conning tower out . 
= rr q* = 24.68 gm/cm2 
K Compressibility correction to impact pressure 
- 1. 0085 
q* - t jJ v2 at center of throat on yaw axis 
q*A. F. - 50 lb/fe : average q over model span 
A.F . Averaging factor = 0. 994 
H - P = Pitot-static tube pressure difference 
~ - q/q* (Neglecting compressibility corrections) 
(H - p)o 
H Total or stagnation pressure (assumed to be constant 
everywhere in the throat) 
• 
P 
H - 1M = 
(H - p)o 
H - A = 
(H -p)o 
H - Gm = 
(H - p) 0 
H - i{ 
.,.-_.:::-t = 
(H - p)o 
H - Gt _ 
(H - p)o -
H - Tr _ 
(H - p)o -
H - or{ _ 
(H - p)o -
CBp 
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TABLE 1 (Cont1d) 
Static pressure reading of pitot-static tube 
f~ wing windshield tip pressure coefficient, where 
TM is the tip pressure 
Atmospheric pressure coefficient, where A is the atmos-
pheric pressure 
l4ain wing windshield bese pressure coefficient, where 
~ is the base pressure 
f4ain tail windshield tip pressure coefficient, where 
~ is the tip pressure 
Main tail windshield base pressure coefficient, where Gt is the base pressure 
Image wing windshield tip pressure coefficient, where Tr 
is 1he tip pressure 
Image tail windshield tip pressure coefficient, where 1{ 
is the tip pressure 
Strut-to-windshield seal pressure coefficient 
Pressure difference across seal x Total .nng lift coefficient (H - p)o Local wing lift coefficient 
CL x ~D where C", here is the local wing lift . 
coefficient 
For the foregoing coefficients use: 
s 
c = 
b 
= 
AR 
Wing area - 8.274 ft2 
Wing chord - 14 in. 
Wing span (including tips) = 7.140 ft 
Hing aspect r atio = t - 6.161 
v - Hind stream velocity 
f4ass density of air (effective free air density) 
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TABLE 1 (Conttd) 
~ - Absolute viscosity of air 
lb. weight x sec. 
ft2 
Hall Interference Corrections 
Drag correction = 0. 01390 ci 
Angle of attack correction 
= Pitching moment correction = 0. 002 CL ( yv = 00 ) 
Induction Effects for Finite Span Rectangular Wing 
= 
Induced drag = 
2 0. 0544 CL 
1 + $" R ct (where 6' R = 0. 053) 
TT AR 
0( i Induced angle- of attack 
= CL (where ~o = 0. 18) 
= 3. 493 CL, in degrees 
CDo = Cnp = Parasite drag = CD - CDi 
cX o 0( - ()( i Angle of attack for infinite AR 
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TABlE 2 
P = GALelT standard Prandtl pitot-static tube mounted on tuhnel 
centerline at yaw axis 
wi = GALelT steel, e« 1 ibration wing and sting; profile NACA 0012, span 
D 
= 
S.N, T 
Bt1, I = 
ct'''', T 4, I = 
S,N 
tr.!, I = 
JH,l = 
7 ft ., chord 14 in.; rectangular planform, no twist or dihedral. 
The wing surfaces are stamped A and B, \-lith the notation WA indi-
cating that the A side is the "pressure" surface (corresponds to 
lower wing surface on an airplane) . The superscript (i) means 
that WA is inverted .in the tunnel, i.e., the A side faces the 
bottom of t he throat. 
Small, cylindrical tips on ling, making the overall span equal to 
7.14 ft. 
Dummy sting (wooden) mounted 8 in from the wing centerline 
on le f.,. hand wing 
Wing strut windshiel ds . M is main or upper windshields . 
image or lower windshield. S is south, and N is north. 
when looking upstream you are facing t o the east. 
I is 
Note that 
Tail strut windshields. M,l have same meaning as is given above . 
Strut-to-windshield seal for c~I ~I and ~ respectively. When 
image wing windshields are installed the seals are assumed to be 
in place unless otherwise noted. No seal is used in the image 
tail windshield in these tests . 
Bayonets; with subscripts and superscripts meaning same as above. 
Rubber ball mounted on bayonet tip. Other notation same as above 
Spacing between wing windshields. Other notation same as above . 
Distance from trunnion axis to tail strut, measured perpendicular 
to trunnion axis when 0( g = 00 • other notation same as above . 
JMI = 35.60 in • for WA and sting. 
All tests ~lere made \-lith iIle throat ceiling fairings out (conning 
tower open) and the ceiling deflector in. (See Discussion). 
A. Introduction 
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REPORT ON 
SOME MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
INTERFERENCES BETWEEN WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
AND THEIR SUPPORT SYSTU IS 
This Report describes the results of an extensive series of tests made 
on and with the GALCIT Ten Foot Wind Tunnel Model Suspension System to deter-
minewhat factors importantly effect the aerodynamic interfenences between 
the Suspension System and the models suspended from it. Many of the tests 
were purely exploratory in nsture, some were made to determine the magnitudes 
of known effects, and still others consisted of~andard tare investigation 
runs similar to those described in Part I of this Thesis. Since the scope of 
this entire investigation of tare effects is considerably greater than could 
be reasonsbly contained in one Thesis, it was decided to present at this time 
t he results obtained to date. It is expected that the work will be carried 
on intermittently until satisfactory procedures are obtained. 
The complexity of the problem depends, of course, on -6le desired accuracy 
of-6le finsl results. The procedure now in use at GALCIT (See Part I) is 
estimated to give results accurate to within 5% - 10,% of the true value. This 
error is much too large to meet the requirements of commercial tests- - 1% is 
the desired result, unless the tares can be r educed in magnitude . The genel'-
al magnitude and characteristics of the interferences tares are discussed in 
Part I for polar runs at zero yaw angle. 
The tests included herein were made during the periods of 3-3-47 to 
3-14-47, 3-24-47 to 4-1-47, 4-18-47 to 4-23-47, 5- 12-47 to 5-13-47, and 
5-23-47 to 5-26-47, ,Ii th the tunnel in operation 15 hours a day. A total 
of 117 runs were completed. The' suspension system and balances were thorough-
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ly overhauled before the tests were started, and the velocity calibration 
was rechecked. Even with these preliminary precautions it was soon found 
• 
that an unusual amount of scatter in the balance readings existed, particu-
larlY"rith the wing mounted on the struts. These difficulties were largely 
removed by sharpening the balance knife edges and pallets, recalibrating the 
balances, and realigning the suspension system. All data of doubtful accuracy 
have been omitted. The original data are available in the GALerT files under 
the heading of Report 521. An extensive Bibliography on wind tunnel model-
support interferences is included on pp. II - 90 to 93 
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B. Description of Hodel and Test Setup 
All experiments were made in t he closed wor king section of the GALCIT 
Ten Foot Wind Tunnel using the normal operating procedures and the standard 
tunnel configuration. Sketches and photographs included at the end of this 
report shm~ the general arrangement of the tunnel and suspension system (See 
also Fig I - 1). The tunnel is vented to atmoapheric pressure at the down-
stream end of the throat or working section, thus causing the static pressure 
level in the throat to be nearly at the atmospheric value. Particular attention 
should be given to the so-called "conning tower" in the top of the throat. 
This oddly shaped break in the otherwise circular section is r equired only 
when, tests are made with model yaw angle variable; but it has noI~ becane 
standard GALCIT practice to make all conventional tests in both pitch and yaw 
with the conning tower open even though the ~etry of the tunnel wall is 
thereqy destroyed. A sheet metal deflector is placed just ahead of the conning 
tower on the ceiling to jump the airflow across the gap. The deflector was 
adjusted, I~hen originally installed, to make the velocity at the trunnion 
center line nearly equal to that obtained at the same point when the throat 
has a circular cross-section, i.e., when the conning tower is covered. The 
tower is always sealed to prevent airflow through the walls. 
The model used for these tests was the GALCIT steel calibration-~I 
which has a rectangular planform and an NACA 0012 profile (Fig. II - 1). Both 
the ~ and its sting are ~etrical about the wing chord plane and the 
vertical plane through the root chord. No wax fairing was used at any time 
on t he model since it ~fas more important to retain fixed surface conditions 
than to smooth up the I~ to give the minimum drag. Except for cover plate 
screw heads, the joints at the edge of the cover plates, and a rather bad 
flatting of the leading edge in spots, the wing surface was in good condition. 
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Because of the all-metal construction it is quite certain that the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the \dng and sting did not vary during the entire test and 
that they will still be the same during future tests, a condition which is . 
rarely attained in the conventional tests made at GALCIT . Details of the 
trunnion cutouts, cover plates, etc., are discussed elsewhere in the report. 
All tests were made with small wing tip fairings in place. Hing strut trunnion 
spacings of 35. 42" and 58" were used, both located on the chord line at 25% 
of the wing chord aft of the leading edge . It is reasonably certain that model 
deflections under load were small and their effects negligible. 
The three model support struts reach down f rom the suspension eystem cross-
tube through holes in the conning tower and through their respective wind-
shields to hold the model in a horizontal position at the center of the tunnel. 
The two Hing struts are free to move only in yaw - - they do not counter-rotate . 
The tail strut is used to pitch the model about the wing trunnions and also 
moves in yaw. The model point of rotation in yaw and/or pitch is at the inter-
section of the tunnel center line and the wing trunnion axis . All three struts 
are covered for 85% of their length by streamline sheet metal fairings uhich 
have a Navy Strut #1 profile of 33% maximum thickness (See Fig. II - 5, 6) . 
Tbese fairings or windshields are attached to the flat, horizontal turntable 
and struts. Tbe final sealing- up (from the \.r.indstream) of these gaps is ac-
complished at the tips of the windshiel ds where thin, sheet rubber seals are 
inserted. All t hree windshields "counter-rotate" in yaw so that their chord 
planes are always parallel to the tunnel axis. The tail strut windshield also 
follows the motion of the tail strut in pitch, the arrangement being such that 
the portion of the tail strut exposed to the windstream always remains the 
same length. The latter condition is also true forihe wing struts. The wind-
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shields make no physical contact with any part of the metrical system except 
through the sheet rubber seals, a low voltage ground-indicator system being 
employed to ensure the continuous maintenance of this clearance. 
The image system is a set of three windshields and bayonets duplicating 
the main system in all aspects except for structural details. It is mounted 
below the model as t he reflection or mirror image of the main system. There 
is no cutout in the lower half of the tunnel which duplicates the conning 
tower - - the circular contour is retained even when the image system is in-
stalled. (See photos at end of report.) The standard setup does not allow 
the image system to be yawed. For the ya~1 tare tests described in this report 
it was necessary to build up special mounting platforms for iIle ilnage fairings - -
still retaining the circular tunnel contour in the lower half of the tunnel 
and the open conning tower in the upper half. To allow for t he small fore 
and aft motion of the image tail windshield an open hole through the tunnel 
wall is left in the floor with the ~qindshield projecting through it and a 
small sheet metal deflector is placed on iIle floor just ahead of this hole to 
jump the airflow across the gap. The gap length is 1 1/2 to 2 times the chord 
of -the tail windshield, and the gap width is about twice the ~dshield thick-
ness. There are no open gaps around the image wing-~qindshieldsK 
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C. Operat;ng Conditions 
All tes~s were made with a constant pressure difference betl~een the ty~l 
piezometer rings - - this means that the stagnation pressure (referenced to 
the ring pressure difference) was invariable for any model and windshield con-
figuration, t hus providing a fixed reference point for pressure readings. The 
effects, on the constancy of this reference pressure, of atmospheric pressure 
and Energy Ratio variations from run to run were negligible. The piezometer 
ring pressure difference was 17. 78 Ibs/ft2, for which the average dynamic 
pressure in the throat was approximately 50 Ibs/ft2 and the Mach Number was 
approximately 0. 185 . Air density ratio,,/jf; , was about 0. 92. The, average 
Reynolds Number (based on ~ring chord) was 1. 0 x 106• Air temperatures in the 
throat varied from 230 C to 350 C. Tunnel fan rpm, which varies with the pol-rer 
requirements on the D. C. driving motor, ranged from 720 to 760. 
• 
The turbulence level in t he wind stream has been measured in the past by 
several methods : (I) the critical Reynolds number of a 15 cm sphere is about 
325,000; (2) hot wire anemometer tests show, 
and 
r=:z' J w ' 
--
u 
~ - 0. 0075 (parallel to the wind direction) , 
- 0. 0100 (perpendicular t o t he ~rind direction); 
ani (3), it has been observed that only about one half the depth of the drag 
bucket for low-drag airfoils is obtained under normal operating conditions. 
The scale of t he turbulence has been estimated to be of the order of one inch. 
Under these operating conditions it is believed that the transition line 
on the wing was well forward of the 20% chord line, especially as the wing 
leading edge was rather rough. Also, the transition position probably was 
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quite stable. The Mach Number was low enough to avoid important compressi-
bility effects . The dynamic pressure was high enough to avoid any difficul-
ties with ihe bayonet tares, which have been found to have a critical region 
around, q = 33 Ibs/ft2• 
Greater scatter than is usual for GALCIT tests occurs in much of the data 
for Runs 44 to 138. This was caused by the poor condition of the ba~ces at 
the start of t he test . The balance troubles were finally eliminated after 
Run 138 . Those runs in >lhich t he scatter completely masked the small differ-
ences being looked for are not included in ibis report. The most important runs 
were repeated. The scatter level is still not satisfactory and additional re-
visions are in process. The general accuracy level of all the data is about 
~K Numerous check points were taken during all Runs. 
The size of the equipment, the large number of simultaneous readings, and 
operation of expensive equipment for 15 hour working days necessitated that 
most of the observations be made by the regular tunnel-operating crews. Most 
of the data reduction and plotting \.ras done by the regular tunnel-computtng-
crew. 
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D. Data Reduction Methods 
All force and moment data are reduced to the standard American system 
of absolute units , as defined in Table 1. Wall int erference corrections are 
applied only to the drag data (CDp VS. CL); the correction "as based on the 
theoretical spanwise lift distribution for a rectangular wing. (Fig. II - 34). 
All pressure data are reduced to coeff icient form by dividing the r eadings 
by, (H - p) = 50. 546 lbs/ft2• This figure is equal to the impact pressure 
o 
at the center of the iunnel ~qith the three main strut s and uindshields in-
stalled, the conning tower open, and the piezometer ring setting given in 
Section C. No compressibility correction was applied t o these pressure coef-
ficients as it wonld be only about 1%. However, the force and moment coef-
ficients are corrected for compressibility effects, and, unless otherwise 
2 indicated, the dynamic pressure is assumed to be 50 lbs/ft . Static tares 
were elimi nated by the normal GALCIT methods so that only aerodynamic effects 
are presented. 
During the test it was found that some scatter in the final coefficients 
~as caused by not carrying enough significant figures in the calculations . 
This was corrected by carrying out all calculations to one more decimal point 
t han is customary for GALCIT tests . 
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E. Some Results from other GALeIT Tare Tests 
The standard GALCIT Tare Procedure is described in Part I of this thesis 
and the results of a complete tare test on a conventional airplane are presented 
in Fi.,uures 1-2, 1-3, and 1- 4. These data were consistent and in fair agree-
ment with the rules of thumb used in the procedure. 
In Figures II- 7, II-8, and 11-9 are presented some results from earlier 
tests run in March 1942, from which one can easily understand the possible 
troubles l<hich can originate from critical interferences . A bad break oc-
curred in t he lift curve just below 0L = 0. 9 ,-lith model inverted and a similar 
break occurred in the drag curve . It was found that this effect, which had 
not been noticed previously on wings of other profiles (this \ling used a 
Davis airfoil) , was a combination of bad f low behind the elliptical bayonet , 
of open trunnion wells , and of the great sensitivity of the Davis airfoil to 
adverse flow interferences forward of t he 25% chord line . A cure was effected 
~ streamlining the bayonet and sealing the trunnion wells . These modifica-
tions are shown in Figure Il- 7 . Also, the extent of the bad flol< is indi-
cated ~ the very large effect of the 4" ~ 1" roughness strip which was 
mounted on the upper ~~ surface in front of each bayonet. In Figure 11-8 
is shown the effect of Reynolds Number on the lift curve break. Increasing 
Reynolds Number made the situation worse. Perhaps the most inexplicable re-
sult ,;as that , with model normal and image bayonets installed on the suction 
side of the \ling , the break in the lift and drag curves did not occur. In 
Figure II- 9 are shown the drag tare results before and after the trunnion 
and bayonet modifications were made. 
Such "triggering"effects make it mandatory that great care be used when 
conducting tare investigations , or any wind tunnel test , to make certain such 
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conditions do not exist . All results must be critically examined for any 
unusual phenomena by a person who is quite familiar with the tare technique . 
The results described above should be compered with Figures II- 36 to 
II - 38 involving similar modifications made on the 0012 wing of the current 
tests. It is readily seen that this wing is very much less sensitive to 
airflly~ interferences than is the Davis wing. 
One other important factor, which was found in January 1942, was the need 
for seals between the struts and the windshields which would prevent airflow 
along the strut inside the ~qindshieldK Tests showed that the drag vs . lift 
curves undergo a considerable "rotation"· about CL = 0 when the seals are re-
moved , thus causing an apparent inclination of t he ~qindstreamK See also 
Figure II- 44 in this report . 
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F. Description of the General Flow Patterns 
To complete the picture of the testing conditions i t is desirable to 
describe the general flow pattern in the throat under the various configu-
rations encountered. The dat e available were taken several years ago and are 
not necessarily correct today , but they will serve our purpose her e . 
In figure 11-10 is shoun the static pressure or dynamic head variation 
along the tunnel axis for four conditions . All curves have been corrected 
to correspond with the operating procedure of this test of holding the stag-
nation pressure constant at the val ue determined ~ q* A.F. = 50 Ibs/ft2 at 
the t runnion <t for Throat Condition 3. Condition 1 is the pressure gradient 
for clear tunnel with completely circular cross-section. Condition 2 is the 
gradient for clear tunnel with the conning tmler open and the deflector in-
stalled. The deflector imparts enough curvature to the fl~ to cause a 2% 
increase in dynamic pressure at the trunnion t even though the throat area 
is sharply increased. There is a one to two inch increase in boundary layer 
t hickness on the throat ceiling downstream of the open conning tower, which 
is sufficient to account for the 2% higher q at the end of the working sec-
tion for Condition 2. Condition 3 shm·rs the effects of adding the t hree main 
struts and ,lindshields with the conning to"er open. The area blocking of the 
two wing windshields is about 4 t% of the throat area while the q increase is 
(from Figure 11- 10) only 2i%. Note that the tips of these wing windshields 
are about 19 inches from the tunnel axis . The large increase at the tail 
position is, of course, primarily the effect of the local high velocity field 
from the tail strut windshield. The dashed curve for Condition 4 was es-
timated from t he results of Condition 3, ~ assuming the image windshields 
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have the same effect as do the main windshields . ** 
From consideration of Figure 11- 10, of the streamline patterns around 
each of the 3 to 6 ;dndshields, and of the effect of the deflector on the 
ceiling we see that the overall flOl-1 pattern is quite complicated and that 
the gradients and the changes in the gradients are large and sudden. Some-
what similar q variations may be expected elsewhere in the throat. Coupled 
uith these effects must be large deviations in the angle between the direction 
o 
of the str eamlines and the tunnel axis . (Note that 0. 1 is considered to be 
a large angularity because of the rotation of the uing lift vector. ) 
To these windshield, deflector, and conning tower effects there must be 
added the irregularities in the free stream coming into the throat . These 
include such phenomena as single and double vortex swirl, and stagnation 
pressure variations . The latter are quit e small and may be negl ected . 
Characteristics of the swirl flow in the GALCIT tunnel are not well known, but 
the primary effect on the model is a variation in downuash and sidewash along 
the span. The method of control of swirl at GALCIT has been to adjust the 
t railing edge flaps on the corner vanes until there is no appreciable rolling 
o 
moment on the steel uing at 0( g = If' = O . The reliablli ty of this pr ocedure 
has never been satisfactorily established, even though the use of large 
windshields makes it doubly important that cross- flow be reduced to zero t o 
prevent the development of windshield "lift" and the resulting unsymmetrical 
velocity fields around the windshields . For some symmetrical swirl patterns 
the tare procedure tends to eliminate the effects - - at least at zero yaw 
angle. 
** This assumption is seriously incorrect for the conditions given. See 
discussion of experimental r~sults K 
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G. Interference Effects of Several Simple clli~ Patterns 
In this section l{e Hill consider some of the flow patterns which sur-
round the model and discuss possible methods of determining their effects on 
the model. 
Case 1 . In Fig . 11- 11 is shoHO a wing immersed in the augmented dynamic 
pressure caused by the ldog windshields . It is assumed that the flOi{ dir ecti on 
is not changed by the addition of the Hindshields . The non- uniform q increase 
over the \Iing span will change the load distribution on the wing , the effective 
aspect ratio , the effective 11ach Nunber , and the Reynolds Nunber ; it may also 
change the transition location and the stall pattern . But if 2 0 q is every-
where small and the model and bayonets are not near a critical Reynolds Number 
condition it may be assuned that the effects of the q increase are linear and 
additive . Thus the image windshields will have the same effects on the model 
as do the main I·Iindshields , and the interference tare of the latter will be 
equal to the difference between model- inverted with images and model- inverted 
I·Iithout images . Still further , if t.."e lift, drag , and pitching moment values 
with images in can all be brought back to t.."e corresponding values at the same 
geometric angle of attack lnth images out by a constant factor , A, it may be 
assuned that , 1-Ii thin the desired accuracy limits , an average value for 0 q 
may be used and the interference effect Ilould be simply a uniform change in 
velocity (i.e ., 6 L . ACL " q , 5 D = ACD 5 q , oS" ).j " ACm.5" q) . ;-lhen performing 
the calculations note that corrections to CD and Cm f~hich are proportional 
to C
L 
may be applied before the tare corr ection is made to CL; but corrections 
l{hich are proportional to CL 
2 should not be made until after the lift tares 
have been applied unless CL
2 fl T is negligible (where Co CD = f1 CL2 ) . 
Suppose , instead of the simple result stated above, 1-le assume : 
• 
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o L = ACL"q + B, o D = ACD S" q + C, and <5 1,1 = ACm.5' q + E; ",here B .£9.... , q 
C <5qO , and E ~ are negligible quantities . Then the interference effect 
is a uniform change in velocity plus an additive constant. Again , note that 
corrections to CD and C
m 
which are proportional to CL should not be applied 
before the tare correction is made to CL unless r B is negligible , I~here 
Ll C
m 
= r Cl' etc. Simil arly one should not apply a correction proportional to 
CL
2 before lift tares unless ( fl CL
2 ~+ 2B,B CL ) is negligible . 
So far in Case I we have considered only the tares on the wing. We 
will nO',1 take up the determination of the bayonet tares . There will be an 
increase in q on the main bayonets "men image "rindshields are added which will 
cause an incr ease in drag , an increase in buoyancy lift of the bayonet , an 
increase in the pressure lift across the strut seal inside the windshield, and 
an increase in the interaction lift, drag , and pitching moment between "ring 
and bayonet . These effects are all small and may be assumed to be proportional 
to the local q rise at the bayonet positions . Inserting the image bayonets will 
have the effec t of doubling the direct bayonet forces and moments , and of 
cancelling out (at zer o ,ring lift) the buoyancy and seal lift of the main 
bayonet and seal . 
The lift tare due to bayonet buoyancy and seal pr essure is not so simple 
to determine . The so- called buoyancy lift is caused by the pressure gradient 
along the bayonet --- the exposed part of the bayonet being in a pressure 
field considerably Im'fer than atmospheric pressure (see Fig . II- l2) . The 
integrated pr essure force over the entir e strut system gives a net force 
in the lift (vertical) direction . Usually this force 'rill be directed tm~d 
the ,ring . The strut-to- windshield seal also carries a pressure load which is 
transmtted to the strut and acts toward the wing . Results f r om tests show 
the pressure across the seal to vary f r om almost zero to 1-1/4 ti~es free 
. 
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stream dynamic pressure . This variation is caused by the local pressure 
influence from the 'nng as the 'nng is pitched and is a linear function 
of the local .ling lift at t he trunnion location . An attempt ,·12.S lllade to de-
termine the variation in bayonet lift ,·lith tnng angle of attack, but the setup 
-If did not function properly, and the test ,nIl have to be repeated later on. The 
lift curves in Fig . II- 12 shm·, the lift tare characteristics for various con-
figurations . For ilnage- systeD- in there is no tare at CL = 0 but the lift curve 
slope is lower than the true value by about 1%** . For image system out there 
is a s!rift at CL • 0 of CL 'l" = :!:. 0 . 010 and the slopes are 10\1 by about 1/2%. 
In calculating these values it >TaS a s sumed that the bayonet buoyancy \las equal 
to one half of the seal pressure lift . Note that the lift and drag of the tail 
strut seals and bayonets >lill cause a pitching moment tare . For >ling alone 
tests this >lill be nearly constant . 
It >lill be assumed as ahTays at GALCIT t hat the dynamic pressure for 
norDal tests ,lithout iJDages is the averaged value determined from velocity 
surveys ,lith the JDain >lindshields installed . Actually, in so far as Case I is 
concerned , the final o q correction determined from the tare runs is more nearly 
correct than the value determined from a q survey across the tunnel . 
We are now ready to set up the tare determination procedure for Case I 
for a >ling alone test: 
a) Determine qav = A. F . xq* from tunnel flo\l calibra tion. 
Get pressure difference setting (h) of piezometer rings from this 
b) l~e polar run >lith model inverted 'nth given value of h 
c) Yake polar run >lith model inverted and complete image system installed, 
>lith given value of h 
d) Determine strut- buoyancy and seal- pressure lift tares . I,jay have 
---------------
* 
"* 
See Appendix 
Error in CD 
p 
1, p . 
at CL 
ff-/~9I for calculation 
• 0.7 for a 1% error in 
of buoyancy lift. 
CL is 0 . 0004 for the steel >ling • 
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to make extra runs to get strut buoyancy tares . Seal- pressure tareS' 
can be calculated from measurement of the windshield tip pressures 
during runs (b) and (c) . 
e) Apply strut-buoyancy and seal- pressure lift tares to lift data of 
runs (b) and (c) . Then plot CL ( based on 'lav of (a ) versus Q g 
for runs (b) and (c) . Determine ration ( G ) of lift curve slopes 
as plotted; 
c. dCL / d er g for run (c ) 
(b) dCL / d O: g for run 
Determine --D{~!D-I:-- = '1. q* from tunnel flow data, such as Fig . II- 10, 
qxA,. F . 
and A. F . charts . 
f) Reduce lif t, drag , and pitching moment data to coefficient form, 
using as dynamic pressure , 
for run (b) the value q 
av q* or q 'Z , av 
qXA . lr . 
and for run (c) the value qav C2 
- ""-- -- or qav C//.. 
q* 
qxA . F . 
g) Plot results from step (f) versus OCg or CL• The difference between 
the curves ,.rill be the tares as a function of CXg or CL• Add the 
lift tares of step (d) to get the total lift tare . 
h) There are four tare corrections reS'ulting from steps (a ) to (g) inc . : 
'Z, CL , CD , C , which must be applied t o all runs with model L '"t: m '1;' 
normal and no image system. The dynamic- pressure averaging correction, 
'Z , may be applied as a change in the h setting on the piezometer 
rings . 
i) If drag and pitching mElment data are to be calculated with a CL or 
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a CL
2 
correction in them in step (g), be sure to use the CL values 
which already have been corrected for both tares and dynamic pressure . 
j) Note that the above steps are set up only for a wing alone test . 
It is tacitly assumed that the q corrections are applicable to the 
sting and tail bayonets . Although this is not strictly correct , 
the error should be negligible . This may not be true for a model 
with l.fing , fuselage , and tail; we will not consider the complete 
model tare problen at this time . 
Case 2 . The flo,1 pattern for this case is illustrated in Fig . II- D . It is 
the case of uniform inclination (in a vertical direction only) of the stream-
lines with respect to the tunnel axis . Since the lift force measured by the 
balances is perpendicular to the tunnel axis and the drag force is measured 
parallel to the axis , this type of flow results in angle of attack and drag 
tares as is shown in the figure . The lift tare is negligible . The cr tare 
is equal to the inclination, and the drag tare is equal to the lift forces 
multiplied by tan (J't;. For model- normal and downwash in the tunnel , Ct-r;- is 
negative and CDc; is negative for positive lift. 
The inclination angle can be determined from one half of the difference 
between the run with model- normal and the run ,dth model- inverted . Because 
of the great sensitivity of drag to the rotation of the lift vector, it is 
customary to determine the inclination from the drag curves . 
Case 3 . The flow pattern for case 3 is the one for uniformly curved flo\l as 
shown in Fig . 11- 14. The effect of curvature on an airfoil is to make it act 
like an airfoil with camber whose curvature is just the reverse of the floH 
curvature . Inverting the model "dll change the sign of this effective camber 
and thus allO,1 the determination of the lift and pitching moment tares . An 
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angle of attack (instead of lift) tare may be used if desired, but the lift 
tare is more straight- f orward and will compensate for the change in CLmax due 
to camber . 
The drag tare will be positive for both normal and inverted models and 
cannot be determined by the application of an image system procedure . In fact, 
for symmetrical airfoil wings the application of the image system tares ~gill 
double the drag error due to the curvature caused by the \dndshield and will 
leave intact the drag error due to free stream curvature . This means that the 
final corrected drag curves for symmetr i cal airfoil wings will be too high by 
the anount of these drag errors , but normal and inverted drag curves will be 
identical . In general, the drag error for cambered airfoil ~s will al~/ays 
be less than that for syrnnetrical airfoil wings ; for positively canbered lJings 
the final drag for model normal will be too high, while the drag for model 
inverted ~gill be too 10\·T. The magnitude of these curvature errors in drag at 
GALCIT is unknoun. 
This discussion brings out the =jor fault of the image tare system in 
that it Horks only if the tare doubles in magnitude and retains the sane sense 
upon installation of the image system, or if the magnitude r emains the same 
but reverses its sense "hen the Iilodel is inverted . It can be shO\m that drag 
tares due to effective warping of the wing by ~/arped flOll ,Jill not be corrected 
for by the image system method, excepting any \.ra:rpage in a horizontal plane . 
For the horizontal-plane '/arpage the image system effectively doubles the magni_ 
tude and so gives the correct drag tare . 
To eA~erimentally determine the drag tare due to flow curvature it is 
necessary to have an auxiliary support system Hhich does not induce appreciable 
curvature in the flO\'T , and, also , to renove all appreciable free stream 
curvature . Fortunately the drag tare due to curved flow is small for moderate , 
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radii of curvature . It should be noted that the effective curvature from the 
uindshield influence will vaI7 with the fore and aft position of the wing and 
Hi th Iring chord and span. 
Case 4 . If one l.;indshield induces curved flow as shOlm in Fig . 11-14, then 
the addition of the ilnage lrindshield will give the flow pattern shown in Fig . 
11-15 . Estinates of the tare characteristics for this case are given Qy the 
curves in the Figure . 
In Case J it is assuned that the radius of curvature of the flOl·! is 
eve~;here the same over the model. This is most likely not true if the 
curvature is caused Qy the windshield, i. e . , the r adius ,,!ould increase with 
distance from the windshield tip . The flow lines of Fig . II-15 are drawn with 
the assumption that the curvature varies "lith distance from the ,lindshield 
and that all of the curvature is caused Qy the I·lindshields . The image system 
procedure will, in general , overcorrect for model normal lift and pitching 
moment tares, but will partially correct the curvature error in the drag tares . 
For model inverted tares the reverse is true . 
Case 5. In this Case we will consider the proper tare procedure for the 
combined flo,! patterns of Cases 1, 2 , J , and 4, assUllling also that the patterns 
of Cases 2, 3, and 4 vary spanwise along the wing . 
a) Determine qav = ! . F . x q* fron tunnel flm! such as is shOlm in 
Fig . 11-10. Calculate setting (h) of piezoneter ring pressure 
difference for q 
av 
dynamic pressure . 
l{e shall use q as the desired operating 
av 
b) ~~e 3 runs: (1) model normal with image system, (2) model inverted 
with ilnage system, and (3) model inverted . Use same value of h for 
all runs . As a check, should make a fourth run ,lith model normal . 
~ 
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It is assumed that He ,Tant to determine the tares for the model-
normal configuration. 
c) Determine strut- buoyancy and seal- lift tares either by calculation 
from previous tests or by measuring the~K The seal lift tare can be 
calculated from measurements of the >Tindshield tip pressures during 
the regular tare runs . The strut buoyancy and seal lift tare COD-
bined can be experimentally determined by another run (U) ,lith model 
inverted and bayonets projecting into the trunnion wells as in run 
(2) but not physically touching the model . Then the differ ence in 
the lift data (at same Ctg) of runs (2) and (2A) >Till be the lift tare . 
d ) Appl y the strut buoyancy and seal lift tares of step (c) to the 
lift data of runs 2 and" 3 . Calculate and plot CL (based on qav) 
ver sus a:g for runs 2 and 3 . Determine ratio ( t ) of lift curve 
slopes at ex g " 0 as plotted, 
G = 
Det ermine , 
dCL 7 d e{ g 
for run 2 
fo r run 3 
'1 = 
q* /q x ~l::--
A. F. 
f r om tunnel flow calibrations (see Fig . 11- 10) and A.F. charts . 
e) Calculate effective dynamic pressure for runs >Tith image system, 
qe (,lith image system) =c '7 q 
av 
Calculate same for runs ,lithout image system, 
qe (no image system) = ~ q 
av 
Now reduce all original data of runs 1 , 2 , and 3 to coefficient form 
using the proper value of the effective dynamic pressure . Be sure 
to calculate CL to 4 decimals, and CD to 5 decimals . Apply the g g 
proper strut buoyancy and seal lift tare to runs 1 , 2 , and 3 . 
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f) Calculate CO' for runs 1 and 2 , where CO' = Co - (COi - 6 CO) and p p g 
using CL as obtained in its corrected form in step (e) . Then plot 
Cm-, Ct , CO' vs . CL for runs 1 and 2 and draw in the mean curve between I> g P 
the corresponding components, where the mean curve is the locus 
of the average of the values of the two runs taken at constant CL 
values . These mean value curves uill represent the model with image-
system-in and corrected for free stream inclination lift and drag , 
and for free stream curvature lift and pitching moment . The drag 
tare due to curvature can not be acc~ted for (see discussion in 
Cases 3 and 4) . Then plot C
mg, OCg and Co~ vs. CL for run 3 . 
At constant ~ values subtract the readings of run 3 from the 
r eadings of the mean value curve for image- system- in and plot the 
differences against CL• These will be the final tare values for 
drag , pitching moment , and angle of attack . He nou have five tare 
corrections to apply to the runs Hith model normal without image 
system: 
(1) Ci~ from step (c) 
(2) 1, the q correction, from step (d) 
(3) CO'!;' , C
m
,!;, , andlXt" from step (f) 
All tares are to be subtracted from the uncorrected data , except 
that '1 is a multiplicative correction to dynamic pr essure . 
Before setting up the procedure for step (f) it was necessary to 
determine whether to use lift or angle of attack as the independent variable . 
For the floH patterns of Cases 1-4 the results ,·rill be the same \-lith either 
parameter, except that l.men a: is the independent variable the (XC: of step 
f; 
(f) is replaced Qy a corresponding Ci ~D It is possible to give conditions 
under which Ctg is proper, and equally possible to specify when CL is the 
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proper variable . Not enough is known at present about the effect of minor 
modifications on the interferences bety~en struts and model to allow for a 
logical decision . The use of OCg as the independent variable deserves strong 
consideration because its use will materially reduce the man hours required 
to work up a set of tares . Hm-rever, for Hing alone tests, and usually for 
compl ete models , the lift coefficient is certainly the most important 
parameter and it appears to be much better practice to correct angle of 
attack and thereby leave the lift unchanged and at t he value obtained on the 
balances (except for strut and seal - pressure buoyancy effects which are not 
true lift) . For instance, a sharp transition shift on the wing might cause a 
bad break in the lift curve . The use of ex g as the free variable in t he tare 
procedure Hould cause this break to sho,r up in the final corrected coeff icients 
at a lift coefficient other than that at \.m.ich the break occurred this would 
be definitely undesireable if we assume that the lift coefficient is the 
parameter predominantly determining the wing characteristics . By such 
reasoning it was decided to use CL as the independent variable - - at least 
for ;ring alone tests . 
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H. Discussion of Assumptions 
In the preceding sections the use of the image system for determining 
the interference of the struts and windshields on the ,dng has been rather 
thoroughly discussed . The more obvious inadequacies of the procedure were 
pointed out and the correlated assumptions were given. To summarize these 
considerations ,Ie will nOl1 list the basic assunptions of the tare procedure 
of Section G, Case 5: 
1) It is assumed that the image windshields , bayonets , seals, trunnion 
cover plates and seals, and tunnel wall boundaries duplicate the 
corresponding items of the main suspension system and '?all boundaries 
in the upper half of the tunnel to such a degree that the effects 
of the image system on the model are equal to the effects of the 
. 
main system within the desired accuracy li~ts K 
2) It is asstmed that the strut-buoyancy and seal- pr essure lift tare 
can be determined separately. 
3) It is assumed that the interaction bet"leen the main and image support 
system can be eliminated by a correction to the effective dynamic 
pressure . 
4) It is assumed that, for all runs in the tare series, the effects on 
model drag of flow curvature in any vertical plane parallel to the 
tunnel axis are negligible . 
5) It is assumed that the model geometry and surface condition do not 
change during the tare tests . 
6) It is assumed tp~t the stagnation pressure is the same for all tare 
runs . 
7) It is assumed that the lift coefficient CL is the fundamental air-
plane para~eter I not angle of attack . 
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8) It is assumed that the averaging procedure of step f in Oase 5, 
Section 0 , eliminates the effects of nonuniformity in the free stream 
flow. 
The validity of many of these assumptions is definitely questionable , 
particularly for the drag tares . Results of many tare tests (e .g. Fig . 1- 2, 
3, 4) shovr (X1;' and 0m 1;' to be small and generally invariant with lift coefficient, 
but their relative importance is considerably increased Qy the indications 
they furnish of the interference flow patterns . For instance , nearly all 
GALCIT tare tests run to date have shown a shift in Om and ctg for model 
normal and inverted with image- system- in, and it has been assumed that this 
shift VIaS caused Qy curvature in the free stream - - a condition lMch might 
cause an indeterminate error in the drag tares . The r esults of tests , de-
cribed in the next section, indicate that this Om and CXg shift may be caused 
Qy the lift and pitching moment tare from tail- strut-buoyancy and tail- seal-
pressure lift . The possibility of such an effect had been previously indi-
cated b.: the fact that the orientation of the curvature as determined Qy the 
Om shift VIaS opposite to that determined Qy the erg shift (after correction 
for inclination) . 
For routine tests the wind tunnel operator is continually faced l-Ii th the 
difficult problem of extrapolating the tares as determined for one model con-
figuration to use with dozens of other model configurations . This problem 
arises because it would at least triple the cost of a given series of runs if 
tares Here determined for all configurations . Fortunatel y , most wind tunnel 
tests consist of a few basic runs with greatly different model configurations, 
and of many other runs which involve only small changes, such as elevator 
angle , fillets , etc . The r esults of dozens of (}ALCIT tare test series phll~ 
that these small changes usually have little effect on the tares, so that it 
is sufficient to determine the tares only for the basic configurations and 
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extrapolate them for other conditions . Rules of thumb, based on this 
experience , are given in Part I of this paper . Even so the expense of 
running tare tests is frequently so prohibitive , that the test engineer is 
under great pressure to ext rapolate the tare data too far . Thus , it is the 
objective of this research progr am, first to determine a tare procedure with 
the desired accuracy, and second to develop , if possible, a method for pre-
dicting the tares or at least reduce the cost of the tests . 
The method of attack on these problems was divided into three parts : 
1) determine experimentally the factors which cause interference , their 
magnitudes and characteristics; 2) survey the entire flow field in ~lhich 
the model is immersed to determine both direction and magnitude of the 
velocity at all points and under all tunnel configurations ; and 3) develop 
a method of predicting tares without having to r esort to experimental tests . 
Because of the great complexity of the third phase , it was decided to carry 
out the research phases in the order given above, with the hope t hat the 
results of the first tuo phases would give proper direction to the develop-
nent of the third phase . The experimental results discussed in the following 
, 
section are part of the work scheduled for phase one . 
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I . Discussion of Pxueri~ental Results 
A complete listing of all runs (or tests) made to date is given in 
chronological order in the Run Inde.x (page II-S). Sone of the data were 
considered unreliable and are not presented in this report . The run 
numbers which are missing represent tests originally scheduled but not 
l!li3.de because of lack of time or because r esults from other tests indi-
cated that the anticipated effects would be negligible . The data of 
Runs 1 through 42, and 152 are tabulated in Table 3 (page II - 94-) -in 
dimensionless forn . Results of other runs appear in the fom of plots . 
Definitions of nonenclature and nodel dimensions are given in Tables 1 
and 2 . Figures I-I, and 11- 1 through II shOll the arrangeI:lent of the 
struts, uindshields, and model in the tunnel throat . All results are 
discussed in the follolling Groups . 
('roul) 1 - - Effects of Hindshields and struts on t he Velocity at the 
Throat Center (Fie . 11 - 16 to 20L 
In Fig . 11- 10 are sho\rn the dynamic pressure gradients along the 
till11lel axis for four conditions as determined from some old tunnel 
calibrations. These curves show: a) the co:;).bination of t he open conning 
tOHer and the deflector increases t he q along the tunnel axis by about 
2%; b) the effect of the two !'lain wing windshields at 35 .42" trunnion 
spacing is a q increase along the tunnel axis extending from 2 ft . upstream 
of t:le yall axis to 2 ft . dmrnstrean and ching a nagui tude of 2 . /$ q at 
the yaw a xis; and c) the effect of the main tail ~lindshield extends 
fro:. 1 ft . ahead to 1.5 ft . behind the t ail strut bayonet , reaching a 
peal~ value of 3 . ik~ at t he bayonet <t . 
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These effects uill be compared uith the data in Col. 7 , Table 3, 
\Thich are the readings of the pitot- static tube at the intersection of the 
tunnel axis and the yau axis . It should be mentioned that qjq* = H - P . (H - p) 
• 0 
Because of the large scatter in the data at least two readings ,.ere 
taken at each point, and the figures in Col . 7 are the average values . 
COrlparison of Runs 2 and 3 shows that the main \<ling ",indshield- to-
strut seal has no effect on centerline q even though the uindshield is 
directly above the pitot . H01mver , the data in Fig . II- 20 shoH an 
appreciable effect of the tail uindshield- strut seal uith the windshield 
12 in. or :nore behind the pitot . This may possible be explained by t he 
f act that the volume of air flo,Ung out the Hing uindshield with seal 
open is quite small compared to the flow out the tail uindshield 
the different flo\>! rates being the result of the very small area through 
y:tich the air liIUst pass in going through the wing windshield and the 
comparatively large aree.in the tail Hindshield . 
Comparison of the results of Runs 34 and 36 show that the opening 
in the floor (plus the s~ll deflector) for t he image tail uindshield 
has a negligible effect on the q at the wing trunnion pos ition . 
In Runs 26 and 28 data were taken to sho" the effect on the center-
line q of s:nall vertical and lateral shifts of a uing wi-Ildshield . The 
main ,-ling and tail ,-rindshields Here installed at the standard 35 .42" 
spacing, and the south image uing windshield ",as mounted in its normal 
position with the 35 . 42" trunnion spacing (i.e . , as t he reflection of 
the s outh main wing windshield) . The result:; are collected on the 
follo ing page . 
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Run FS I Position q/q* 
26 Left ·tJI (Looki ng upstrea'll) 1 . 023 
" Hor4lal 1.026 
" Right { .II 1. 020 
28 Up 3" 1.030 
26 Normal 1 . 026 
28 Down 3" 1. 038 
It is not evident to the aut hor why both of these s=ll lateral shifts 
f r on the normal position should decrease t he centerl ine q (note pitot is 
17 in. froD ~andshield tip), or why both of t~e 3 inch vertical shifts 
should increase t he q . Actually it had been expected that the K:fDfKc~K 
~fould be negligible . Possibly these effects a r e caused b:' marl in the 
free stream or by flo~1 curvature induced by the ~andshields K p~drl or 
vortex flow ,Iould, of course, develop a lateral force or "lift" on the 
windshields. 
The most important (and most disturbing) results in Group I are 
given in Figs . 16A and 16B, \'Ihich show the change in centerline q as 
t he main and image \.dng windshields are installed one by one . The image 
windshields cause a tHO t o three t iInes larger q increase than do the 
main landshields . Very likely this is the effect of the open conning 
tower (see Fig . I - I), in that the nain windshields do not have the 
same blocking effect as do the image landshields . Also, for bot h main 
and image windshields, the north one induces a greater increase in q 
than does t he south one - - - t his c ould be explained by sHirl in the 
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windstream, or by curved flO1, induced at the pitot by the first wind-
shield installed and cancelled by the second \dndshield installed. 
l-leasurement of the shape, size, location, and attitude of t he \;indshields 
did not ShOH up any important differences except for the north image 
wing Hindshield \mich HaS 3% too small in thickness . The two image 
\nndshields increase the centerline q by 5. 5% while the two main wind-
shields increase the centerline q by only about 2%. This is a serious 
difference and certainly must be thoroughly investigated . n explanation 
of free stream s\nr 1 or \·r.i.ndshield induced curved flO\oI could be logically 
argued a s the cause; but, the action of the conning tower in the tunnel 
* ceiling is believed to be the source of the trouble . 
The results of Figs . 11-17 to 20 are reasonable and require no 
discussion except to say that t he effect of the tail strut bayonet in 
Fig. 20 is of doubtful validity. It should be remembered that all 
data shown are the averages of tHO or more readings and should be 
reliable to 0. 3% of q . Comparison of the data of Table 3 (Col. 7) 
and Figs . 11-16 to 20 ~rKiKth the old calibration results in Fig . 11- 10 
Sh01,S good agreement betHeen the tests . 
Grouo 2 - - Effects of }Tindshieldsand Seals on Pressures inside the 
Hindshields (Fig . II-2l to 26) 
The data described in Group 1 dealt only "Ith the disturbances in 
the flo" at the center of the "orking section as measured by a Prandtl 
pitot-static tube . In dr~up 2 are cresented the readings from several 
pres~ure orificies located inside the \rindshields . Since the possible 
* These conclusions are proven correct by the data given in Appendix 2 , 
page II- /6b 
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importance of the pressures inside the windshield has already been 
discussed it is sufficient to remark here that the balance readings 
are the resultants of all the pressure forces on the mode], bayonets, 
seals, struts, and rigging, and that these pressure forces must be 
accounted for in some way. All numerical data are listed in columns 
11 through 15 in Table 3, and the windshield tip pressures are plotted 
(and listed) in Figs . II- 21 to 26 . ccuracy of these data is not better 
than 3/4%. See also Figs . 11- 5 and 6 . 
In Fig . II- 21 are shmm the main wine ~qindshield tip pressures , 
measured on the ~qindstre= side of the strut-,dndshield, rubber-<iiaphragm 
seal at the do,mstrea.'1l side of the bayonet hole and 1- 3/811 up from the 
ldndshield tip (see Fig . II-5) . The nressure without a seal is 23% 
beloH the static pressure indicated by q* or (H - p) 0' and, "Ihen the 
seal is inserted, the tip pressure falls to 45% below po . I'Then the 
bayonet is installed the tin uressure falls another 15% - - this ~y be 
a local effect caused by air flow around the elliptical bayonet . From 
Colunns 11 aK~d 12 of Table 3 note that on the atmospheric side of the 
seal there exists nearly atmospheric pressure , uhich means that, \dth 
bayonet in, the pressure drop across the seal is about 55% of q* or 
28 Ibs/ft2 for q* = 50 Ibs/ft2 • Obviously the lift load on the seal 
is not a negligible tare . The variation of the tip pressure with angle 
of yau is interesting but not particularly important, even though the 
bayonet causes appreciable changes in the local pressures . Comparison 
of Runs 10 and 29 shoHs the effect of the image wing uindshield, c~I 
when mounted below the main ldng ldndshield on the tip pressure in the 
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latter . The spacing is 16.3 inches and the drop in pressure is about 
5% . From Fig . II- 17 note that for the main ,dng ldndshield the stetic 
pressure drops only 3% at 8 inches from the pitot- stetic tube - - this 
again indicates that the image ldndshields have a much larger blocking 
effect than do the main ,,;indshields (see also Fig . II-16) . 
Fig . II - 22 ShOHS that the teil Hindshield has little effect on the 
main ,dng ,.rind shield tip pressures for tail lengths greater than 15 
inches . For a 12 inch teil length t here is a 1% drop in pressure . 
Note that the tail Hindshield is moving along the centerline of the 
throat I~hereas the wing ldndshield is offset about 16 inches from this 
centerline . In Fig . II-20 the tail ldndshield causes a rise in pressure 
along the centerline ahead of it Hhich is consistent with the probable 
pressure distribution around the teil ldndshield . Data of Fig . II- 23 
and Col . 10 of Table 3 are in reasonable agreement ldth the pitot-
static readings of Figs . II - 16 to 20 . The results of the lateral 
ldndshield shifts of Run 26 are again inconclusive as are the results 
of Run 28, although one could say that small shifts (less than 1 inch) 
of a ldndshield in any direction have negligible effects at points 10 
inches or more from the ldndshield (see Col . 10, Table 3) . 
The effects on the nain ldng ldndshield tip pressure of the image 
tail ,.rindshield and its access hole in the tunnel floor (ldth deflector) 
are less than 1% of q* - - see Runs 34, 36, and 40A in Figs . II- 22 to 
23; but, since these date are only good to 3/4% of q* at best, it can 
only be concluded that the effects, if any, are small. Comparison of 
Runs 20 and 21, Fig . II- 22, shll~s again that sealing the tail wl.Jldshield 
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decreases t he static pressure at the wing trunnion plane byt% to 1% of 
q* for tail lengtr.s less than 15 inches (see also Fig . 11-20) . Data 
of Col . 10, Table 3, Runs 14, 16, and 40A show no effects of the tail 
lIindshield vertical position , although Fig . II - Hl does sho\l an appreciable 
effect on the centerline static pressure . 
Colunns 11 and 12 of Table 3 shol, the effects of the various 
configurations of Runs 1 through 40A on the pressures on the atmospheric 
side of the wing \lindshield seal and on the atmos::;her ic pressure at 
the llor :<ing section - - all referenced to the static pressure inside 
the taroat . Hote that t;le tunnel is vented to at:nospheric pressure at 
the downstream end of the \lorking section and at the fan na celle. Study 
of the data sholls; 1) that the centerline static pressure rises about 
4/,-% of q* from the clear- tunnel condition to tunnel I-lith six windshields 
installed; 2) pressure inside the wing windshield is about {% of q* 
below atPMs~~eric pressure except when the seal is removed, in ~lich 
case it is about 1% below atmospheric pressure (see Runs 2 and 5); and 
3) use of a~ernal or atmos~leric pressure as a reference for pressure 
levels inside the tunnel will give erroneous results . 
Pressure dat a for the tail uindshieldaarL listed in Col s . 13, 14, 
~~d 15 of Table 3 and partially plotted in Figs . 11- 24, 25, and 26. 
Fig . II-6 shows sketches of the windshield , strut .. bayonet and seal 
urrange::l9!lt . Observe that the seal is located about 14 inches from the 
t ail uindshield tip as compared Hi th 2 inches for the ,ling windshield, 
and that the tail bayonet is circular ~lhereas 1I1e wing bayonet is 
elliptical . Also the tail strut seal blocks off a DUch larger air gap 
t han does the Hing strut seal. With this geometry in mind it is clear 
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,.fhy, in F _g. II-24, there is essentially no effect of angle of yaw or 
angle of attack on the tail windshie~d tip pressures, either with or 
Irlthout the tail bayonet. With seal-in, the tip pressure is about 63% 
of q* below the centerline static pressure - - this agrees with the 
wing ~dndshield tip pressure of Fig . 11-21. The effect of the image 
tail \Iindshield is to increase the tip pressure by 3% of q*, whereas 
the image wing windshield decreased the tip pressures by 5% of q* - -
the reason for this is not knolffi (see Run 29 of Fig. II -2l and Run. 40A 
of ig . II-24). 
Fig . 11-25 shows the effect of the tail strut seal on the tip 
pressures . Because of the large air gap between the tail strut and 
its ,dndshield there is considerable air flow through the windshield 
into the tunnel and the tip pressure rises to within 10% to 15% of 
atmospheric pressure. With seal out there is very little change of tip 
pressure as the tail windshield moves fore and aft in the tunnel ; but 
with seal in the tip pressure decreases sharply as the windshield moves 
upstream. The effects of adding the tail bayonet , with and without the 
seal , are large, although consistent with the wing bayonet effects of 
Fig. 11- 21 . Comparison of Runs 34 with Runs 15, 16, and 17 (Fig . 11-25) 
sholls the effect on the tail mndshield tip pressure of adding the image 
wing ,·dndshield to be a pressure decrease of about 5% of q* - - this is 
not consistent with other rpsults (see Fig . 11-10) and places doubt on 
the validity of these data, although again the answer may be the much 
larger blocking effect of the image wing windshields . In this respect, 
study of the data in Fig . II- 26 sho,fs the tail windshield tip pressures 
are consistent for the runs listed. 
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Pressures on the atmospheric side of the tail strut seal are given 
in Col. 14 of Table 3 . The values are the same as atmospheric pressure 
except when the windshield is not sealed, in which case the pressure is 
3% below. Compare this with the results for the wing windshield value 
of 1% below atmospheric pressure with seal renoved. Again this indicates 
there is a large air flow through the tail windshield when the seal is 
re::Joved. 
The image wing windshield was first installed in Run 25 (see Run 
Index) and the tip pi-essure was measured without a seal - - because the 
windshield was not vented to any pressure but the tip pressure it had 
previously been assumed that the image windshield tip pressure would be 
the S:J.llle as the main windshield tip pressure . All previous tare 
tests at GAlCIT have been run wi thout an image windshield seal. This 
assumption was checked in Run 25 and found to be considerably in error , 
for the image ,1indshield tip pressure (without seal) was 100% of q" 
lower th..'Ill the main windshield tip pressure. .lith the seal in place 
the tip pressures ;Tere wi thin 10% of the same value. Apparently the 
depth of the opening at the windspield tip has an ~~portant effect on 
the flow over the tip and the pressures inside the tip - - this is in 
agree!llent with test data reported by the British on the effect of orifice 
geonetry on the indicated orifice pressure . In addition to obtaining 
the correct tip pressure in the image wing windshield a seal is required 
so that the lift tare on the seal (and image bayonet) may be deter~edI 
and further~more I it is necessary to vent the image windshield to 
atmospheric pressure . The latter was done by drilling a 3/16" hole in 
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the image windshields near the base and outside of the woryJUag section 
(Run 30). Study of Fig . 11-5 will show the image windshield is still 
not an exact replica of the main windshield in internal geometry, but 
it is believed to be close enough to give the required accuracy for 
tare tests . 
In Run 38 (See Run Index) the same tip pressure checks were made 
on the main and image tail windshields . Here the tip pressure was 
measured at a point 14 inches from the tip (next to the s eal in the 
J:l.9.in windshield, Fig. II-6); and it was found that , after sealing all 
leal:s in the image windshield, the tip pressures "ere the same even 
thoU(;h there \,as no seal in the image windshield . This result agrees 
uith the conclusion implied in the preceding paragraph that the tip 
pressure is largely determined by conditions near and just inside the 
tip. An image tail windshield seal was not installed until after Run 
152 of this test (GALeIT Rep. 521), which !:leans that the tail strut 
lift tares were not properly determined until after that Run. 
Group 3 - - Study of ir Loads on Bayonets, struts, Seals, and Riggi= 
without Hodel (Fig. II-27 to 32) 
The first six columns of Table 3 contain all of the force and 
mo~ent data of Runs 1 through 42 and 152. These data give the balance 
readings for all the runs made uithout a model in the tunnel , and 
represent the resultants of the direct air loads on the entire support 
system. As was expected, the readings are small but certainly not 
negligible. There is considerable scatter present especially in pitch-
ing and rolling moment but enough readings uere taken to give quantitative 
results with sufficient accuracy. Later tests showed that the scatter 
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",as caused by roughness on the knife ecl€es and pallets of the beam 
bale.nces and, when angle of ya'{ or pitch was varied, Oy deflections in 
the suspension system. In the following discussion each component will 
be considered individually. All balance data are listed in standard 
coefficient form based on the wing dimensions (see Table 1 or Fig . II-27) 
and on the nominal dynamic pressure of 50 Ibs/ft2• Ho cor rections of 
any sort have been used . lfuen studying these data one should bear 
in ~nd that this wing closely represents the average size of the models 
tested in this tunnel , for which the desired precision values are : 
b CL ~ C K MMOM 
6 CD '" C. OOOI 
b Cc ~ 0. 0010 
Ii Cm ~ 0. 0010 
b C..I' - 0. 0002 
Ii Cn ~ 0. 0002 
Here we define a precision value as largest allowabl e deviation f r om the 
true reading for all nor mal flight attitudes of the model below CL = 1 . 0 . 
(a) - - Drag 
When a model is attached to the bayonets a portion of the bayonet 
is covered by the model and so is not exposed to the ,rindstream. Usually 
the trunnion point is sunk into the model by ~I or more . To eliminate 
this tip area and to prevent tip effects in yaw , l-i" dianeter rubber 
spheres (handballs) ~qere mounted on the bayonet tips with the sphere 
centers on the trunnion axis for all tests except Run 152. The sphere 
drag (neglecting interference effects , etc) was calculated as follows : 
q = 50 Ibs/ft2 Reynolds llumber = 89 , 000 
~1 = 0. 135 Di3l1l. = 1. 25" 
CD sphere = 0. 45 = 0. 00046 (using wing area = 8. 27 ft2 ) 
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To obtain the drag of tle exposel portion of a bayonet it is only necessary 
to subtract this sphere drag from the balance readings . 
i'lith strut seals in place and all bayonets removed it is to be hoped 
that CD = 0 , and actus.lly this is true for Runs 1-3 , 14-19, 34 and 36. 
study of Runs 20, 21, 22, 23, and 152 Sho\,6 a drag due to tail strut 
and seal of about 0 . 0003 in CD 'Ihich must be caused by circulation of 
air in the tip of the tail ~qindshield belml the seal. This indicates 
the tail strut seal should be mounted as close as possible to the tip 
of the tail strut lIindshield in a :nanner si!nilar to the arrange.:nent of 
the uing strut seal. The latter gave no drag readings exce.pt IIhen the 
seal happened to stick during a yawing motion. HOllever , a further check 
vill be !Dade to make certain that these conclusions are correct vhen 
the tail strut is attached to a model and not free to s,ling fore and 
aft as was the case in these runs . Certainly this tail strut and seal 
drag is much too large an error to neglect . 
Inspection of Runs 4-10, 2C- 29 , 40 , 42 shm; quite consistently 
the drag of each bayonet to be, CD = O. OOll (Sphere drag has been 
reoov2d) . Note that this figure appliEs only to t e flat-sided elliptical 
,ling bayonets (!!sB in G LCIT notation) and to the round , serrated, "pover-
off" tail bayonet which .Iere used exclusively in these tests . It is 
not too surprising to find the same drag for both the uing and tail 
bayonets . (See Fig . II-5, 6) . An approximate calculation of the drag 
of tile tail bayonet (R = lS , OOO , CD = 1 . 2, Diam. = {-II, length = 4 . 5") 
gives CD = 0 . ooll3 based on wing di~ensions; this seems to be 
reasonable check. These data also indicate that the vertical position 
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of the u:indshields should be kept wi thin 1/16" of the "normal" location 
at all tiMes . 
Variation of wing bayonet drag ,,<ith angle of yau is shown in 
Fig . 11-27 and 28 . These are averaged results so no experimental points 
are plotted ; hal/ever, the scatter \;as small. There is , of course, no 
drag variation \lith angle of attack for the wing bayonets , nor uith 
angle of yaw for the tail bayonet . 
The drag level (CD = 0. 0011) of the bayonet at zero yaw angle gives 
at: indication of nagnitude of the possible changes in drag because of the 
interference effects of a ,:!odel. If a \;ing, say , produces an average 
increase in the windstre~ velocity around the wing bayonets of 10%, 
t .en the interference drag would be 0. 0002 . It appears that, when 
atte~pti~ to calculate the drag tare, one may use velocities averaged 
over the span of the bayonets; i . e., local variations are not important. 
(b) - - Crosswind Force 
Crossuind force readings uere taken only during eight runs , and 
of theae, Runs 1 , 2 , 3, and 152 should show zero readings . Examination 
of Col~~ 6, Table 3, ,nIl indicate that the readings obtained for these 
four runs are conSiderably below the precision value desired and so may 
be neglected . The results of Runs 4, 6 , and 9 are reasonably consistent 
and the averaged values are plotted in Fig . 11-27. Run 5 shows up quite 
differently from this curve - - a result, undoubtably, of the omission 
of tae wing strut seal for this run . In general , this SaI:le character-
istic of erratic and inconsistent data occurs whenever the strut seals 
are omitted . The large scale for the Crosswina Force Coefficients of 
Fig . II-27 has been used for convenience , and not because the data are 
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that accurate . There is, of course , no crosmr.ind force developed by 
the circular tail strut . 
Close analysis of both t he Drag and Crossvind Force Data in Table 
J Sho\lS the ~ling bayonet ::'s not symnetrical and the force values at 
large positive and negative yaw angles are not identical in magnitude 
as they should be . HOlfever , the force tares are not important for large 
angles of yaw and the differences are too small to appreciably affect 
the moment tares; so we will neglect the lack of synrnetry of the lfing 
bayonets . 
(c) - - Lift 
Lift balance readings , in coefficient form , are given in Col . 1 
of Table :3 f or all runs ~nthout a model mounted . For Run 1 with the 
worycing section entirely clear , the lift is zero as are also all other 
forces and moments -- this is as it should be . Inspection of the results 
for all other Runs shows appreciable lift readings even though there is 
no model in the tunnel or any "lifting surfaces" of any sort (see Figs . 
II-5, 6) . Clearly this must be due to one or both of t~1M "apparent" 
lift tares - - pressure difference acting on the seals or the vertical 
component of the pressure forces on the surface of the tapered bayonets . 
Since both t ares have the same sign it was necessary to separate them 
to determined the ~gnitude of each; and also it is possible that the 
spherical tips on the bayonets are inducing a lift tare because of the 
interference of the bayonet on the sphere pressure distribution. However , 
close analysis of the data indicates the following r esults: 
'. 
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Wing bayonet lift <--" CL = 0 . 0005 
Tail 
" " 
....- CL = 0. 0000 Based on wing 
Wing strut seal lift ....... CL = 0. 0015 area = 8. 27 ft2 
Tail 
" " " 
~ CL = 0. 0015 
Rough calculations definitely shalf the l.ring and tail bayonet lift values 
given here are of the correct order of nagnitude (calc . shOlfed 0. 0001 
or less for the tail bayonet and 0. 0006 or less for the \fing bayonet) . * 
Thus the normal three- strut support system \fill have a lift tare 
(vithout model) of CL = 0. 0055, uhich corresponds to ~ error in lift 
at a ving lift coefficient of one . From the pressure data of Figs . 11-
21 to 26 ve pic1c out the pressure drop across the strut seals as : 
Ll p 
Ll P 
for wing strut seals = 45%q } 
" ta:'l" ",o 57"',.q 
2 q = 50 Ibs/ft 
Then, using these figures and the seal lift tares given above , we can 
calculate the effective acting area of the seals as follows : 
1TA 2 CLqS = 144 L; p, where S = \fing area 
A = effective seal radius 
Ile find : 
Effective \fine strut seal d:ameter = 2i" 
It tail " 
" " 
= 2" 
Inspection of the physical dimensions of the seals (see Figs . 11- 5, 6) 
shovs that the calculated effective diameter is closely equal to the 
actual diameter of the seals . This means that the strut seal lift tare 
, 
if See Appendix 1 , Page II- l!i 9 
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can be calculated if only the pressure drop across the seal is known. 
In fact , other data are presented later on which indicate that the 
entire lift tare \lith model present , can be calc1ililted from the model 
geometry and attitude plus the results given above , since even 20% error 
in the lift tare Hill in "lost cases be uithin the precisior. ::±.!its. It 
should be noted that the lift tares discussed in this section are a result 
of the pressure differences on the model suspension system and so will 
vary I~ith the "blockage" of t!:.e struts , uindshields, model , etc., uith 
tile energy losses in the airstream (model drag for instance) , and uith 
the position and size of the atmospheric vents in the tunnel circuit . 
T e tail str ut buoyancy lift uill give rolling monent and pitcmng 
nO;;jent tares of appreciable =gnitude . These have been calc1ililted for 
a 35 .42" tail length and are plotted in Fig . II-32 . Because of the large 
scatter in the monent balance readings, no experi~ental moment data are 
shoun on the plot. 
The lift data for runs uithout the strut seals in place shoI~ the 
sa'1e erratic behavior umch has been previously discussed. 
Cd) - - Pitching , Rolling, and Yauin<; 110nent 
Because of difficulties \lith the suspension syste:::l balances and 
deflections in the system there is so much scatter in the pitching and 
rolling monent data (Col. 3 , 4 of Table 3) that only qualitative moment 
re:mlts were obtained , except for ya,Jing r!loment . Theoretically, the 
relationship betueen the ",easured forces and ma:nents are given by the 
following equations : 
(1) 
where , x 
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: distance above trti~on axis of wing bayonet 
resultant drag, CD 
sn 
Z : distance above trunnion plane of tail bayonet 
resultant drag, CDr 
Y : distance from yaw a..tis to tail bayonet at e( : 00 
(value is ;mown) g 
C : \ling chord (14") 
C:ur : tail bayonet and seal lift 
CA' : CT _ !: sin If' cos 01. - Cc Y. ~g: [J g sn b 
and 
IIhere , b : Iring span (85 . 67") 
: uing bayonet crossuind force acting at a lever 
arm, y 
: - CD 1. sin If' T b 
During these tests sufficient data ;Iere taken to give !ll8.Ily checks on the 
values of 7. , y , and z, IIhich are t:,e only un;m01ID quantities in the 
equations above when six component readings are taken. Inspect ion of 
the bayonets (Fig . II- 5, 6) ;/Quld na.:ce one expect that the lever arms 
of t!le resultant drag and crossllind forces lIould be about 2/3 of their 
exposed length above t. e trunnion points (say x : y : 5. 5" , z : 3. 5") . 
cro~ Runs 4, 6, and 9 sO!:te 30 points were calculated llhich gave average 
values : x : 3" , spread 0" to 17"; and y : 6" spread 0" to 15" . \o1ith 
sl,ch a lIide scattering, certainly the averaBe values are no better than 
a rough approxination, so it lIas decided to use x : y : 5. 5" and calculate 
the r.1ocent tares . For all runs ,Ii thout str ut seals the experimental 
values of x and y lIere '1leaningless . lIo attelnpt has been made to determine 
the e:qJericental value of z, t: e lever am of the resultant force on 
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the tail bayonet (it Hill be assumed that z = 3. 5") . It should be noted 
that eqs . 1 and 2 cannot be applied directly to the data of Runs 4, 6 , 
and 9 since the equations have been set up assuming all three bayonets 
are installed , whereas in the tests only one bayonet ~1ap installed. 
Also it is necessary to subtr act the drag of the ball tips . 
From the drag and crossHind results of Runs 6 and 9 the yaHing 
Doment for each poi nt ~1ap calculated and compared \nth the measured en 
values; excellent agreement \1aS obtained . For this comparison the drag 
of the ball tip is not deducted. 
In Figs . II- 29 , 30 and 31 are curves shoHing moment tares cal culated 
by use of equations 1 , 2, and 3 and the drag and crossHind force values 
of Figs . II- 27 and 28 . 110ment tares due to lift are sho~m i n Fig . II-
32. Again al~ experimental points have been omitted because of the 
excessive scatter. 
(e) - - Discussion 
To sum up the results described in Group 3, He can certainly say 
that all of the forces and moments of any importance , on the nornal 
suspension system E~dthout model) arrangement have been adequatel y 
accou-~ted for , both as to their origin and to their mag~itude K On Fig . 
11-33 are plotted the complete tares for all six components , Hith the 
scales adjusted to make R~~ equal to the desired precision val ues . 
Group 4 - - Variation of \:ing strut Seal Lift \nth Nodel Attit ude 
(Fig . 11-34 to 35) 
To the seal lift tares (,dthout model) discussed in section (c) 
of Group 3 must be added the influence of the nodel on the \nndshield 
tip pressures . The variation of the seal lii't \lith \nng lift has been 
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calculated (Appendix ] , Page II- I68) using a 12% thick Joukollski airfoil 
shape rather than the actual shape "hicb is en OC12 airfoil. To a first 
approximation, the relation bet~leen the local ,ling lift and the seal 
rrossure is given by 
where ~ 
q 
= - 0.]95, 
= pressure ratio at seal on pressure 
side of 1-ling 
= local 1-ling lift coefficient 
The spanuise lift distribution for t!:te G.,ICIT steel calibration wing is 
sn01.m on Fig . II-34 I·lith the tl·1O trUlmioll locations indicated . 
In R1.ll1s 44, 45 , 49, 51 , ar.d 55 the se.?-l pressures were J:eaSt1Ted 
'or the full angle of attack range fron negative to positive stall. 
TJlese data are plotted in Fig . II-35 as Seal Pressure Coefficient , Csp ' 
against l:il"..g lift coefficient CL' The for"ler is defined as : 
Csp = 7- ( ~~ F , 
where CL 
C~ 
= retio or wing lift coefficient to local lift 
coefficient 
Then by substitution I/e have , 
d 
The n:east:red 
(LI P/q ) d Cs (pressure side) = p = ~KP9R 
d C..\' d CL 
= +0 . 395 (suction side) 
slopes of t.,e ex:perinental cu:r-~es are : 
- 0. 405 ] 
- 0 . 3g6 
- 0. 420 
+ 0 . 405 
- 0 . 394 ] 
0. 392 
+ 0 . 3g6 
35 .42" tr1.UlJ1ion spacing 1.12 
58" trtumion spacing ...£.L = 1 . 00 
CL 
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ThUll the agreement bet~Ieen theory and experiment is satisfactory. 
Using the effective seal area previously derived , the seal lift 
tare is 
C 
= .. 0. 0107 ~ CL 
for tHO seals on the pressure side of the wing . Of course this applies 
01:1y to the "ing used in the:':e tests; the nunerical value wil_ vary uith 
wing planforo and chord, the fore and aft position of the trunnions in 
t:le wing , and IIi th the wing thickness . 
Heasurement of the interference of the model on the ~fing oo.yonet 
forces and mo~ents was attempted but the technique used ,/as inadequate 
~nd no results were obtained . Calculation of this should not be too 
difficult I,hen time permits . 
Gr0UD 5 - - Effects of Several J.!odifications to the Il1ng and Hindshields 
(Fig . 11-36 to 1I-45) 
For tare investigations the i~portance of ~ntaining exactly the 
SB.-"1e surface conditions, of filling the trunnion \-Jells flush with the 
wing surface , of not inducing tran:':ition by putting the trunnions too 
far forllard , of l:eeping the strut seals in good condition, etc ., has 
been pointed out many times, and exrunples have been given to show what 
pitfalls await the unitary I/ind tunnel operator . Also , it is well to 
rehlenber tp~t some airfoils are more sensitive than others , that the 
interference effects on high aspect ratio wings will differ from those 
on lOll aspect ratio I-lingS, that procedures lIhich are succesful at one 
Reynolds HUIllber (or Hach J;u.":lber , or turbulence level) are not necessarily 
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successful at another . Thus the operator is in e. continual squeeze on 
one side fro::! the insistent denands to keep tile cost dOlln and on the 
othe~ side fron the poscibility that an UD\mxranted sinplification in 
the tare procedure \Jill cause errors of sufficient magnitude to nullify 
the value of the results . The proble::! of interferences between a nodel 
and its support system has many ranifications; but little a~erimental 
\lor].: and practically no theoretical wor~: has been done to find a solution . 
To further our understanding of these interference effects a series 
of _Iodifications were made to the \line; surface and to the ,lind shields , 
t~1e results of which are presented in th':'s Group. No attempt is made 
to analyze these data . 
In Figs . 11-36 to 38 are shown the results of several nodifications 
to the nornally sealed trunnion wells . The effects are surprisingly 
S"I<:.1 , except for one case . In Fig . II-36 the trunnion wells at the 
58 11 Spicing on the 10\lor side of the \ling (bayonets are on upper side) 
are opened up co::!pletely but oP-1y drag is noticeably changed and that 
by only 0 . 0006 . Opening up the upper trunnion \lells at the 58" spacing 
shO\JS the sane results (Fig . II-3 7), and even having an open air passage 
(C . 13 sq . in. ) through the wing is not important . ~fith both upper and 
lOHer trunnion \Tells open (5:;11 spacing; air pis::age of 0 . 13 sq. in.) in 
Fig . II- 32, only drag is changed - - by about 0 . 0018 . For Run ll4 the 
trunr..ion \;e11s at the 35 . 42" spacing are opened up causing large changes 
in drag and pitching moment and a k~ decrease in the slope of the lift 
curve . Apparently this is the result of the larger open air pissage 
(0 . 79 sq . in. ) through the \Iing . These results should be compared with 
the data of Figs. II-7 , 8 , 9 . Clearly this steel calibration \,d.ng is 
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not critical to roughness or large defor-nations betHeen the 20% and 30% 
chord lines , 'lhereas the Davis ling was extremely critical to much 
smaller rouglmeso and defortation . 
In Figs . II- 39 to 42 are presented the interferences of the image 
windshields or.. the ,ring . Ho ilnage bayonets are installed, nor are any 
corrections made for the bloclcing of the image windshields . Fig . 11-39 
sholls the effects of vertical posi tionof one image windshield uhen 
tlounted in the center of the tunnel. Note that Cm and O<g at CL = 0 
increase as the uindshield approaches the wing , slope of the lift curve 
~ernains essentially constant, dCmg increases, and the drag curve 
dOL 
rotates clochlise - - all of Ifhich can be explained by a combination 
of the floHS described in Figs . II - 13 , 14, 15; i.e., the "indshield has 
curved flo;/ over the top of it with up.rash at the wing leading edge . 
The s~e characteristics are clearly evident in Fig . 11- 40 - - note that 
c~ and c~ do not show the SaLle results as they should . In Fig . 11-41 
egain we see that c~ and F¥ do not give the same results . Also the lift 
curve slope and rotation of the drag curve decrease as the windshield 
moves outboard "hile pitching moment and ~ (CL = 0) do not change. g 
Fig . II - 42 gives a better picture of t!:e effects of lateral position 
of one :i.J:Jage >rindshi eld - - no change in Om' little change in 0L vs. 0( g' 
and a definite decrease in effective inclination as the uindshield moves 
outboard. One should also re:nember that these windshield effects may 
be considerably influenced by the presence of tle main ,ring windshields 
and by whatever swirl is present in the >rindstream. n estimate of the 
i!Jlportance of swirl can be obtained from a study of the data of Fig . II-43; 
a 20 rotation of one image windshield about a vertical axis causes no 
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change in pitching noment, a small increase in slope of the lift curve, 
and a small counterclockwise rotation of the drag curve . It should also 
be pointed out that a change in the effective air speed (6aused by Hind-
shield blocking say) ,nll, if not corrected for , cause a small rotation of 
2 
the Cn curves because of the resulting error in the CL correction to drag . p 
Thus an increase in the blocking Hill increase the slope of the lift curve 
and cause the Cn curve to rotate clockwise ~he Cn curve Hould rotate counter-p 
clocJanse) • 
In Fig . II - 44 is shown the effects caused by removing the Hing strut 
seals . The increase in drag at positive lifts (here lift is positive up,mrd) 
is quite large . The data of Fig . II - 45 show the r epeatability of the test 
results when the test is run carefully and the model is not stalled. 
At this point it might be Hell to outline several events which took 
place ,during the tests and which modify the interpretation of the r esults : 
(a) After Run 33 the t"IO inage lnng windshields were sealed at 1- 3/4" belo\! 
the tip and the section belo'l this seal ,;as vented to a tmospher i c pr essure . 
This arrangement has now been incorporated in the standard tare procedure at 
GALCIT . Sometime after these tests were finished a seal _s installed in the 
image tail ,.nndshield . 
(b) The balances and suspension system I~ere overhauled before the test started, 
after Run 101, and finally after Run 137 . Previous to Run 137 all efforts to 
get repeatable force and moment data 'fere no good if the model ,·ms allOl'led 
"bounce and jump" such as happens in the stall and large zero shifts "ere 
frequently obtained . After Run 137 the balances 'Iere completely dis=teled, 
the knife edges and pallets sharpened, and all critical parts carefully ex-
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amined and rewor ked where necessary . The suspension system was realigned 
and the balances recalibrated - - t he calibration equipment also had to be 
r el.JOrked . JI.fter all this the entire sys t em functioned satisfactorily . 
(c) Heasuremen t of the effects of the ilnage windshields during Runs 115 
to 129 sho'/ed definite discrepancies between t he t '-10 image I-ling wind-
shi elds and a check of the dimensions verified t his - - the north wind-
shield (fj) was too thin by over 1/4 inch. This I-las corrected during t he 
O-~ "eek shutdown after Run 137 for bal ance r epairs . Thus the runs before 
and after Run 137 vi th ilnage system installed can not be compared directly . 
Sioilarity of all six K~ndshields is still not too good, but is probably 
adequate if t he model surface is not too close to them. 
(d) During t he l-/inds hield t ests it was noticed t hat there was a constant 
rolling moment developed by the I-ling at zero ya1? angle , indicating some 
sort of s1?irl or non s ymJ:1etrical flow pattern. This was adjusted in Run 
130 by deflecting the turning vane trailing edges in the corner upstream 
of the throat until the wing r olling monent was negligi ble . By appr ox-
ima te calculations it is es tima ted tba t t he s,lir 1 l-ms of the order of 
0.20 • The next day i n Run 136 the r olling moment reappear ed but I-lith 
opposite sign - - evidentl y the vane trailing edges had ,re.rped to a ne1-1 
position during t he five preceding runs . In Run 137 the vane trailing 
edges were again tl1eaked until the wing r olli ng moment l?aS negligible . 
Of course this procedure does not necessarily eliminate Swirl , just aver-
ages the inclination across the l?ing , and certainly one can't a ssume rolling 
moment 1?ould be negligible for a wing of differ ent span or pxanform; this 
pr ocedure for adjusti~ t he flov pattern in the throat leaves much to be 
desired . Unfortunat ely all 12 of the ya1? runs wre made before it was 
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realized that the rolling moment at zero yaH W.S so large (C .R = - 0 . 0032) 
that it equalled nearly half of the largest rolling moment tares . Because 
of these difficulties, one cannot put much faith in the rolling moments 
measured Hith the Hing installed . After consideration of these results and 
of the "ya,,- tare" data presented i n the next Group , the author recommends a 
more conplete survey be made of sHirl and inclination in the throat and that 
the corner vanes be adjusted until t hese conditions are satisfactory and stable 
at all operating speeds and temperatures . It is suspected that the vane 
trailing edges might no" be >Tarpine \.ri th changes in speed and, par ticul arly, 
in tenperature . 
(e) In connection \-lith this suspected temperature effect on rolling moment, 
it was noticed that the \.ring drag would increase as the tunnel temperature 
increased qy as much as 0 . 0006 in drag coefficient . At first this \;as at-
tributed to balance errors , but after the conplete overhaul of the balance 
system (bett;een runs 138 and 139) the drift of the drag level was still present . 
Thereupon a test (Run 145) \;as made to determine if the drift was caused qy 
the changing ta~perature in the model itself , or possibl y by the difference 
• 
in tenperature between the model ane. the Hindstream. The model \;as set at 
CXg a _5° and not moved again until the temper ature tests were finished . 
Lift, drag, and pitching moment were r ead for the standard speed (50 lb/ft2 ) 
over period of twenty minutes for : (1) Tunnel and \-ling initially at room 
teoperature , 70°F; (2) tunnel at 700 F and Hing at l 60oF; (3) tunnel at 
700 F and \.ring at 2000 F; and (4) tunnel at 700 F and \.ring at 300 F . It 
took about 45 sec . to bring the tunnel up to speed after heating the wing, 
so ~~at it is possible the steel Hing temperature equalized so rapidly during 
this starting period that the looked for effects would not be apparent after 
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the first reading . Hing temperature vas not tleasured during the run. In a:rry 
case, no positive effect of temperature could be found; the spread of the 
readings Has: 
J CL • 0 . 003 
~ Cn = 0 . 00015 
:i C • 0 . 0007 
m 
This amount of scatter in the data is much lar£er than one HOuld like for 
such conditions . One r eason for so much scatter ~~s traced to the variations 
in t he tunnel speed setting, ,{hich Here caused by pr essure fluctuations at 
the piezoneter rings and the poor accuracy inherent in setting the dynamic 
pr es sure by a pressure reading Hhich is only 1/3 the magnitude . During the 
past year these difficulties have been Horked on and considerable inprov~ent 
is no" possible . Techniques for damping the fluctuations have been developed . 
A "Bell- Smith Piezometer Bump" bas been built for the tunnel, Hhich Hill make 
the piezometer ring pressure difference equal to the dynamic pressure i n the 
throat . 
In conclusion it should be pointed out that these errors and scatter 
effects are not necessaril y present in the experinental data included in 
t his report . Any data ,{hich Here definitely questionable have been omitted. 
A great many points Here r epeated several tLTlJes . The scatter increments 
listed on page II - 76 are probably a good indication of the r eliability of 
the lift, drag , and pitching monent data; and, for the other three components 
it is estimated that : 
d Cl = 0 . 0010 (Level may be off by 0 . 0030) 
aCn = 0 . 0002 
J C" = 0 . 0005 
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GroUD 6 - - Image System and Sting Tare Effects (Figs. II-46 to II-63) 
We now come to the discussion of such regular tare determinations as 
were made during these experiments. Because of the difficulties described 
in Group 5 and elsewhere, it was not possible to put together enough complete 
and accurate data to determine the tares exactly as outlined in Section G. 
Therefore, the data of this Group have not been corrected for strut-seal and 
bayonet lift and moments, nor for the variation of average velocity with yaw 
of the windshields (Hindslrl,eld blocking decreases Hith angle of yao,) . These 
corrections probably do not total more than 3% of the forces on the model for 
any condition tested. Evamination of the rolling and pitching moments (es-
pecially for 'f * 0) shows generally that the tares for these components make 
no sense at all. All components are referenced to stability axes (wind axes 
rotated with yaw angle) . In all cases the subscript "g" on a coefficient 
~bol indicates that no corrections have been applied to the balance data, 
the subscript "u" indicates tare corrections have been made but not wall 
corrections, and the subscript "s" indicates the coefficient value is refer-
enced to stability axes (note that r, 0( g. CLg, and Cng are not changed by 
rotation of the reference system about the yaw axis) . Also one must keep 
in mind that, unless otherwised' noted, all data are calculated for wing WA ' 
i .e., the suction surface faces down in tunnel. When the wing is inverted, 
wi, the suction surface is up in the tunnel and the signs of the balance 
readings and angles are reversed (except for drag and rolling moment) . Note 
that the conning tower is "open" for all runs included in this Group. 
In Figs. II- 46 and 47 are shown the six component data for polar runs 
from negative to positive stall angles of attack at 00 , 19P, and O~ yaw angle 
with no corrections applied - - subtraction of the d2rg term from the drag 
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coefficient was used to "flatten" the drag curves . In Figs . 11- 48 and 49 are 
presented similar results for 00 , ± 190 , and ± 270 yaw angle. The data of the 
first two figures were taken before and that of Figs . II- 48 and 49 ~rere taken 
after the windstream swirl was adjusted - - the prilnary difference appears to 
be an upward shift of the effective windstream inclination. The correlation 
of results for positive and negative yaw angles is reasonably good. 
In Fig. II- 50 are shown data of the four runs which make up a standard 
GALCIT tare investigation at zero yaw angle . The results are normal and 
reasonably consistent . The drag tare at CL = 0 is 0. 0039, which compares g 
with the value for drag tare \f.lthout model of 0. 0033 (See Fig. 11- 28) . Pitch-
ing moment tare at zero lift is -0. 0015, which compares favorably with the 
value of -0. 0012 from Fig. II- 29. The difference of 0. 0006 in drag seems much 
too large to be model interference effect on the bayonet drag, and so must be 
explained by bayonet interference on the model or (more li~elyF by poor bal-
ance data for the model tests . It is believed that the windshield interfer-
ence on the model drag at zero lift is negligible although conclusive evi-
dence is lacking. 
For tares at various angles of yaw there was not sufficient time to 
make a complete 4 - run series , so only t wo runs (model inverted, image system 
in and out) were made, and it \-las assumed that tares were the same for model 
normal or inverted and for positive and negative yaw angles of the same magni-
tude . Close inspection of the data in Figs . 11- 48, 49, and 50 showed these 
assumptions to be adequate fat" the accuracy limits of the balances . The stand-
ard GAlCIT tare procedure was used even though the wing was yawed; and the lift 
coefficient was taken as the independent parameter as usual. Because only 
two of the customary four runs were made, it was not possible to correct for 
irregularities in the clear tunnel, flm!, with the result that tares for pitch-
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ing moment (and presumably rolling moment) could not be determined even if 
the windstream swirl had not been present . 
Tare runs for If' = 190 and wing trunnion spacing of 58" are plotted on 
Figs . II- 51 and 52. Pitching moment , lift, and drag curves are quite similar 
to those for zero yaw angle . The drag tare (in stabi lity axes) at CL = 0 is g 
0. 0030, which compares favor ably HUh the value of 0. 0029 calculated from the 
data of Figs . 11- 27 and 28. The side- f orce tare CC ~ s at zero lift is 0. 0095 
as compared with 0. 0082 predicted ~ Figs . 11- 27 and 28. Yawing moment tare 
is essentially zero (Fig. I I -52) as predicted ~ Fi g. 11-30. In all six co~D 
ponents the effect of the image windshields is t o change the apparent incllna-
tion - - see particular ly the drag curves of Fig. II-51. 
o 
On Figs. II- 53 and 54 are plotted the tare runs f or If' = 19 and wing 
trunnion spacing of 35 . 42" (90 em). The results are quite similar t o those 
for the 58" spacing which were discussed in the pr eceding paragraph. Drag 
tare at CLg = 0 is 0. 0029, side-for ce tare is 0. 0089, and yawing moment tare 
is -0. 005; the corresponding values f r om Fi gs. 11- 27, 28, 30, are 0. 0029, 
0. 0082, and - 0. 001 , respectivel y . However, there i s a large difference in 
effective ,dndstr eam inclination for the tHO trunnion spacings - - 0. 330 
dOllmlash for the 58" spacing and 0.180 for the other - - which may be an in-
dication of the reason for large differences in the rolling moment data. On 
the other hand the data of Fig. 11-42 shOll a shift of one image windshield 
from 35 .42" to 58" spacing rotates the drag curve ~ an amount equivalent to 
° 0. 04 increase in downwash - - thus two windshields might cause an inclina-
tion change of 0. 08°, which still is only half of the shift measured in the 
tare runs at IfI = 19°. It is plausible to expect that the effective upwash 
produced qy the image ldndshields will decrease as they are moved toward 
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the wing tips •• Another comparison, provided qy the data of Fig. II-55, shows 
no change in inclination at 'f/ = 00 for the t1{0 trunnion spacings without image 
windshields present - - note that these runs were made after the corner vanes 
had been adjusted to remove the marl as interpreted by the wing rolling moment 
o 0 
at 'II = O. Also, at 0/ = 0 and 58" spac;ng the measured inclination was 
o 0.21 downwash. Clearly these phenomena must be further explored, particu-
larly with regard to the effect of the conning tower. 
The tare runs for Y' = 2'f> and wing trunnion spacing of 35.42" are plotted 
o 
on Figs . II-56 and 57, and show characteristics quite similar to those for 0 
o 
and 19 yaw angle . Drag tare at CLg = 0 is 0.0038, side-force tare is 0. 0110, 
and yawing moment tare is -0. 0007; the corresponding values from Figs . 11-27, 
28, and 30 are 0.0032, 0.0095, and - 0. 0002 , respectively. The effective in-
clination, as measured by" the drag curves is 0.280 d01muash. 
In Table 4 are collected the numerical values which have already been 
discussed as 11e11 as some others of interest. The displacement of the 0( g vs. 
CLg curve from the origin is taken as the angle of attack tare, o(z-, and is 
approximately equal to the inclination measured from ~~e rotation of the drag 
curves (with images installed) from a position ~etrical abouv. the CLg' axis. 
The blockage correction factor to q caused b.r the image windshields is t to 
3/4% lower at 190 and 270 yaw angle than at 00 yaw angle , 1·1hich is to be 
expected. 
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Table 4 
If' = 00 If' = 190 If : 190 If' = 270 
~ = 58" tir = 58" Jtt = 35 . 42" trs:' : 35. 42" 
Ca ~ (C:r.g = 0); from tare runs 0. 0039 0. 0030 0. 0029 0. 0038 
i-- s 
" 
f r om Figs. 11- 27, 0. 0033 0. 0029 ; 0. 0029 0. 0032 
28 
CM?: (C:r.g = O) ; from tare runs - 0. 0015 - - --s 
" 
from Fig. II- 29 - 0. 0012 , 
- - -
C (CL = 0); from tare runs c ?: s g 0 0. 0095 0. 0089 O. OllO 
-' 
" ; f r om Figs . 11- 27, 0 0. 0082 0. 0082 0. 0095 
28 
CN Z" (CL = 0) ; from tare runs 0 0 - 0. 0005 - 0. 0007 g 
" ; f r om Fig. II- 30 0 - 0. 0001 -0. 0001 - 0. 0002 
Windstream downwash; f r om drag 0. 210 0. 330 0. 180 0. 280 
curves 
" 
0 0. 300 0 0 
" ; from '" 0. 21 0. 20 0. 30 
curves g 
Image windshield blockage cor- 0. 969 0. 976 0. 975 0 .973 
rection to q 
The image system tare procedure was devised t o give the force and moment 
interferences on the model qy the three suspension struts and their wind-
shields as they are represented by the image system. For a wing such as ,res 
used in this research it is desirable to put the t ail strut far aft and connect 
it to the K~ with a slenden steel bar or sting. Thus the sting really be-
comes part of the wing and, in any case, the tares which have been determined 
are applicable only to the wing and sting combination. Therefore the effects 
of the sting must be determined and added iD t he image system tares to get the 
total tare values . It is customary, at GALCIT, to mount a dUlDlllY sting (dup-
Heate of main sting in size and , shape) along side of the main sting and 
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assume the resulting increments are equal to the sting tare. For 'Wings of 
only moderate sweepback or for quite small angles of yaw this procedure pro-
bably is quite reliable. In Fig. II-58 are shown the effects of the d1lllD1lY 
o 
sting at 0/ = 0: no appreciable effect on 0( g and pitching moment , and a 
nearly constant increase in drag coefficient of about Qo008. At all positive 
CL values the 0( curve is shifted to the right by 0.150 for no apparent g . g 
reason (since it is not believed that this is a true sting effect) . It was 
assumed that this 0( g shift was in reality an error in CLg and the drag data 
for Run 97A were corrected accordingly before the sting drag was determined. 
These corrections are no~ shown on the plot . 
When the wing is yawed one sting will approach and at a large enough yaw 
angle enter the wake of the other sting, thereby producing ~n interaction be-
tween the two so the effects of both stings together will not equal twice the 
e: fects of one sting. Thus the true sting tare cannot be determined by this 
procedure unless the spscing is sufficiently large to preclude such interactions . 
On the other hand the d1lllD1lY sting should be as close as possible to the main 
sting position in order to be immersed in the same flOl; conditions . For these 
experiments the d1lllD1lY sting was spsced 8" from the main sting. It i s believed 
a a 
that the interactions for 4J = 19 were negligible, but not for ~ = 27. In 
Figs . II-59 and 60 are presented the results for model with and without the 
d1lllD1lY sting at 'r' =:t 190 • As usual the pitching and rolling moment data are 
questionable and will not be considered. The most important effect is the 
dCL 
increase in g by 2.6%. No such effect was found at zero yaw angle 
d O( 
(See Fig. II- 58). g Also the d1lllD1lY sting drag becomes negative at large CLg 
magnitudes - - if this "lift" of the d1lllD1lY sting is taken out of the data the 
sting drag turns out t o be positive and nearly constant as expected. The lift 
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o 
increase is the same percentage for ~= 27 (See Fig. II-6l) so it does not 
appear to be caused ~ interaction between the stings , since the effect should 
be more pronounced at the larger yaw angle . The "lifting area" of the sting 
is about 2% of the ldng area, but "lith such an extremely 1M1~ aspect r atio it 
is difficult to believe the sting could develop so much lift, and, furthermore, 
the sting lift should be the same at ljI = 00 which was not the case at all. 
The author believes that the stings are acting as double flaps of small chord 
or small stall plates which build up the pressure on the pressure side more 
than on the suction side and there~ produce an effective lift - - even in this 
case it seems that the effect should increase with angle of yaw. In any case , 
it was decided that this lift increase of 2 . 6% was a true sting tare . There-
o fore the sting drag tare for 'I' = + 19 was assumed to be 0. 0006 for all angles 
of attack. Side force and yawing moment sting tares look normal. The tare 
values for positive and negative yaw angles are in good agreement . 
In Figs. II-6l and 62 are sho~ the effects of the d~ sting at 'I' = 270 • 
The results are quite similar to those obtained for the previous case. A 
lift tare of 2. 6fo was measured and the drag tare is assumed to be constant at 
0. 0006 for all angles of attack. 
The sum of the image system and sting tares are collected in Fig. II-63 
for the three yaw angles, o 0 0 0 o , 19 , and 27 . The total drag- tare for 'f/ = 19 
and trunnion spacing of 35 . 42" is given in Fig. II- 53 - - it is closely the 
same as the curve for 1he 58" spacing. Note that the slope of the total drag-
tare curves increases with yaw angle . It was assumed that the sting tares 
were not effected ~ the wing trunnion spacing. These tares are to be applied 
to data with model normal (\of A) at 'I' = 00 , 190 , and 270 • Actually no suitable 
. runs "Iere made concurrently with the image tare tests at the proper yaw angles, 
so it was assumed that the tares :Iere applicable (with the proper sign changes) 
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o 0 0 to tests with model normal at If = 0 , -19 , and -27. The final wing charac-
teristics are plotted on Fig . 11-64. As usual, pitching and rOlling Dllmemt 
o data are not given, except that pitching moment tares for Y; = 0 are given 
on Fig. II-50. 
Group 7 - - Discussion of Corrected t·Ting Characteristics (Fig. II-64) 
Before analyzing the final results of Fig. 11- 64 the problem of the vari-
tion of wall interference corrections with angle of yaw must be considered. 
Of course the wall corrections are zero at zero wing lift so that the problem 
does not arise for this important point . Swanson (Ref. 42) shows that ol. and 
CD ~rall corrections increase by roughly !l% for 'I' = 190 and 15% for 270 for a 
tunnel of rectangular cross section. For the circular GALe1T tunnel the per-
cent age variation should be about the same. Therefore the accuracy of these 
final results Hill not be much disturbed if the variations of the wall effects 
with yal~ angle are neglected. Wall corrections for side force and yaldng 
moment are quite small and may also be neglected. 
Parasite drag at CL = 0 and If = 00 is 0. 0070. This is somel~hat below 
the values 
0.0071 for 
given by others . For example, Heaslet and Nitzberg (Ref. 47) give 
6 
a Reynolds Number of 2. 7 x 10 and lower turbulance levels. How-
ever the true drag level is probably within the accuracy limit of 3% which 
has been estimated for these test~- - it must be remembered that several 
corrections have been omitted in getting these final results . The drag curve 
o 
for IjI = 0 is not symmetrical about the zero lift point as it should be for 
a symmetrical airfoil presumably this is caused both by t he incompleteness 
of the tare procedure and by the lack of symmetry of the wing at the leading 
edge. The experilnental airfoil efficiency factor for If = 00 is 90%, "hich 
agrees ~rith the result reported by Jacobs and Abbott (Ref. 35) . There is no 
reliable information available which gives the variation of CIlp with CL 
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for the conditions of these tests . Actually the drag curve corresponds closely to 
the equation: 011r= O. (X)70 -t- O. OlOO oi or, for total drag, Orr: O. 0070 -t- O. 0644 ci, 
which corresponds to an effective aspect rat io of 5. 2 or 84.5% of the geo-
metrical value. The average slope of the CL vs. C
m 
curve give a an aerodynamic 
center for the wing of 23. 3% of the chord aft of the leading edge - - this 
is J$ less than the value given by Jacobs and Abbott (Ref. 35) . Furthermore 
the application of the wall correction for pitching moment would reduce this 
experimental value to 23 . 1%. It is quite possible that the application of the 
corrections for bayonet and strut seal lift would account for these differences 
in the aerodynamic center position. 
There seems to be little useful experimental data on yawed wings 
which have been corrected for suspension system tares or wall interferences. 
Hoerner (Ref. 36) gives as the results of his theoretical calculations that: 
2 
= 0) cos 'I' 
CCs ( If' ) = Function 'of sin 'I' 
Cn ( '1' ) = Function of 'I' 
These functions can be checked against our experimental values . 
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Table 5 
If = 00 l/' = _190 tf = _270 
dCL/d o{u 0. 0784 0. 0679 0. 0605 
dCL/d lX u x 1 0. 0784 0. 0760 0. 0762 
I 
cos:! 'f 
dCL/ d c>( x 1 
cos2 l1' 
0. 0732 0. 0707 0. 0709 
c-
dCL/d O< u x 1 
cos2 'I' 
(Not corrected for 
sting lift tare) 
0. 0784 0. 0780 0. 0782 
dCL/d ol.. x 1 (Not corrected for 0. 0732 0. 0725 0. 0724 I cos2 IjI sting lift tare) I 
Table 6 
c--
<f' = 00 If' = _190 tf= _270 
CDS (CL = 0) 0. 0071 0. 0066 0. 0056 
Cns (CL = 0) x 1 0. 0071 0. 0074 0. 0071 cos2 CjI 
B, with drag and lift multiplied by 1 0. 0100 0. 0120 0. 01)0 
L--
cos:! 0/ 
Tabl e 7 
~ 
If-' = 00 tf = _190 0/ = -O~ 
'--
CCS (CL = 0) 0 -0. 0030 - 0. 0058 
I 100 CCs (CL = 0) x 0. 92 1. 28 
sin Y' -
CCs (CL = 0) x 100 2. 84 2. 81 
swf 'I' 
--
C (CL = 0) 0 0. 0012 0. 0017 n 
Cn (CL = 0) 10. 000 0. 635 
I 
0. 630 x 
If' 
I -- I 
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In Table 5 the lift vs. o(u curve slope is given for !f = 00 , -190 , and 
dCL 
_270 for five conditions: a) is the slope of the curve as 
doC. u 
plotted on Fig . 11-64, the variation with yaw angle is 13% for 190 and 23% 
for 27
0
; b) dividing the lift by cos2 0/ brings the values to within 3% of 
each other; c) correcting for wall interference has little effect; d) leaving 
out the sting lift tare brings the slopes to Inthin 1$ of the cos2 If-' rela-
tionship. This shows that the coi ~ law for lift is as good as t he accuracy 
of the experimental results. Certainly the validity of the sting lift tare is 
now questionable. 
In Table 6 it is shown that the cos2 tV relationship works quite well for 
drag at zero lift coefficient . To check the effect of yaw angle on drag .dth 
lift different from zero, the lift and drag were corrected by the cos2 0/ law 
and parabolas ware na tched to the corrected curves. The term, B, as defined 
by the equation CDs = A + B C~+MKM4MR1 c~I is given for the three yaw angles 
the correlation is satisfactory. 
In Table 7 it is seen that side force , CCS' at zero lift appears to be 
a function of sin2 If/ rather than the sin 0/ relationship which Hoerner gives. 
However it should be noted that CCS does reverse sign according to the sign 
of the yaw angle. The yaldng moment does agree with the theory in that it is 
a linear function of the angle of yaw. 
It appears that the theory agrees with the experimental results within 
the accuracy of the measurements . Such good agreement can also be used to 
claim that the image system tare procedure is satisfactory for wings at yaw. 
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Conclus;on - Part II 
A good start has been ll'.ade in the study of the details of the aerodynamic 
interactions betueen \lind tunnel models and their support systens, but much 
renains to be done . 
The air loads on the bayonets and strut seals have been measured , the 
results being consistent with each other and sho~ring good agreement with 
theory and other experiments . Comparison of the tare values without wing 
present and with ,ring at zero lift indicates that the interferences of the 
I-ring on the support system are small, as might be expected, and wen expressed 
in terms of the wing dimensions , do not vary over 10%. The important effect 
of the lift tare from the bayonets and strut-to-~dndshield seals , is dellonstrated, 
and methods are developed for either measuring Dr predicting the actual tare . 
It is clear that the dominant factor in the interference effects on 
the ,ring is the change in both magnitude and direction in free stream velocity 
produced by the ~dndshields K The effects are large and vary rapidly ,.nth 
distance f rom the windshield surfaces . The change in direction is apparently 
the more inportant, ~rith flow curvature being the most troubleslf~e feature . 
It is shown how the image system procedure can not determine the drag tares 
due to curved flo~l except i n isolated and limited cases . Nore experimental 
uork should be done to determine the magnitude of these curvature effects , 
particularly l.n th regard to spanwise variations . This should be compared 
lrith theoretical calculations Hherever pOSSible, especially the effects on 
aspect ratio and wall corrections . 
The sharply increased throat area, caused by having the "conning tOlrer" 
open, is shown to result in decreasing the blocking of the upper ,rindshield 
to less than one half that of the lower windshields - - a circumstance uhich 
definitely violates the basic assUmptions of the image system method . It 
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is recomMended that the next experiments be directed toward complete tare 
measurements on the ,.ring l-rith and ,-lithout the throat ceiling fairings in 
place . It is well to note that this effect probably does not appear in the 
tare data at zero ,-ling lift, except possibly in the pitching moment as a 
curvature correction . 
For the first time , i~e system tares have been measured for a yawed 
l-ring . TIle r esults indicate that the standard procedures l-rill probably be 
adequate for angle of attack variations at a fixed yaw angle . TIle procedure 
for tare determinations at a fixed angle of attack and yaH angle variable can 
be developed when necessary . At least for straight l-rings, the tare character-
istics at angles of yaH up to 270 are quite similar to those for "+I : 00 , 
provided all forces and moments are referenced to stability axes . 
Some means must be developed to stabilize the flOl; pattern in the 
clear tunnel at the condition of negligible sl-rirl and inclination. If the 
calibration l-ring is used for this, the settings should be made ,-lith t he complete 
image system installed and ceiling fairings in. TIle procedure , sometimes used, 
of adjusting the clear tunnel inclination to counteract the effects of one 
set of Hindshields and of having the conning tOiler open is definitely inproper . 
It must be r emembered that the results and conclusions of this report 
apply to the GALeIT tunnel and to the simple ,.ring and l-rindshield system used 
in the tests . Tare determination techniques for swept IDngS , l-rings l-rith 
fuselages , nacelles , tails , etc ., and mo~els l-rith non- lifting surfaces , 
such as missiles , have not been considered. 
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Oomposite Vtew of Balance Room, 
Suspension System, and Throat of 
GALOIT Ten Foot Wind Tunnel 
P8€e II - 10.3 
l'ig. II - 4 
l 
fage It - 152 
Photo No.1. Pitot-static tube mounted at 
centerline of throat. View looking acroaa tunnel. 
Photo No. 2. ~in wing windshield 
mounted on yaw axis above pitot-static tube. 
View looking downstream. 
Fage II - 153 
Photo No.3. Main wing windshield mounted 
on yaw axis above pitot-etatic tube, 
View looking across tunnel. 
Phbto No.4. View ~ooking across tunnel 
showing main wing windshield and bayonet 
wi th ball tip • 
• 
• 
!,e.ge I I _ 154 
Photo No.5. View looking dovnstreac at pitot-
Itatic tube on tunnel centerline and 
matn wing windshield end strut at 
the 35.42. trunnion spacing. 
Photo No. SKaovnKtre~ view of all three 
main windshields and south image 
Wing windshield with b8¥onets. 
Page II - 155 
Photo No.7. UPstream view of steel 
wing mounted on suspension system and 
image system in place. 
Photo No.8. Side-view showing wing and 
all 8ix windshields and bayonets. 
Page II - 156 
Photo No.9. View looking upstream showing 
wing tare setup If! = 270 • 
Photo No. 10. Side view showing wing tare 
setup at lfI = 270 • 
fage II - 157 
Photo No. 11 •• Closeup view showing Junction 
of main wing bayonet and wing. 
Photo No. 12. Closeup view showing 
sting attached to wing. 
• 
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Photo No. 13. Closeup view showing cover 
plates for both trunnion spacings. 
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Appendix No.1 
!uoyancy Lift on Struts and BaYonet, 
When a strut (or bayonet) is exposed to the action of the windstream 
or the pressures developed by the windstre~ inside of the windshields the 
resulting pressure forces are measured by the balances as an aerodyn~ic 
load, and so cause an aerodynamic interference or tare. The magnitude of 
this tare depends on the SiEe and shape of the supports, and on the pres-
9ure distribution a s a function of the general pressure level inside (and 
outside) of the throat, and of the velocity field produced by the model. 
lor the GALCIT system this "buoyancy" force on the bayonets results in a 
lift tare. 
Tnls tare can be estimated if the average 
pressure on the bayonets 1s known. In the following pages the average 
pressure on the surface of a cylinder and a 1O~ J oukowski airfoil ere cal-
culated. 
(a) Circular Qylinder y 
u ) 
~t U 
= 
freestre~ velocity 
Po " static pressure = 
~ 2 U nN e 
= 
local velocity on cylinder s~rfaceI assuming two-dime~ 
sional, potential flow (incompressible) 
p ; local pressure on cylinder 
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Appendix No.1 (Cont'd) 
Assume the pressure outside of the tunnel is equal to the free-
stream static pressure. 
Then the "buoyancy pres·sure" on the cylinder (or strut) is given by 
the integration of ( p - po ) over the surface . 
The buoyancy force, F, per unit l ength of the cylinder is 
F 
nr 1 a ( p-po)de 
o 
2ff 
= if"-/ (u"- ,t)de 
o 
Zff 
~ puz'l.j (1-4s INZe)dB 
o 
The average pressure is F 
z rr a. 
or, .6 P average = 
2 
Thus, with potential flow, the average pressure on the cylinder is ~ pLJ 
below the free stream static pressure. For a long, tapered strut of cit-
cular cross section it may be assumed that this average pressure exists 
over every part of the strut except the base which is exposed to the 
pressure Po outside the tunnel. Then the buoyancy lift would be /1/:' .. .,. 
multiplied by the base area. 
Obviously the lift tare will be smallest when tLe strut seal is at 
the tip of the Windshield. 
• 
• 
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(b) Joukowski Airfoil 
A8su=e two-dimensional flow of an incompressible ideal fluid and use 
the Joukowski Transformation from a cylinder to symmetrical airfoil. 
(Ref. Durand, "Aerodynamic Theory". Vol. II. Di v. E, p. 65.) Calculate 
the average pressure per unit length of the airfoil. 
/ 
S J j p lane 
-c 
/ . 
'-....-..-$ CIrcle 
c 
~D 
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The complex potential function for the cylinder in the ~ Dplane 18 
dw 
d r ' 
where J ':: p e'G> 
i r 
+--
zrr 
Uo :: free stream velocity 
r :: 47TQ U S/ N O( 
= circulation as derived from the Kutta-
Joukowsk1 law 
( a;) i ,. I U. / - ~I z -+- 2 rr "-7 
(S"'. a) Ej~ il) 
"! ,Z 
It ( i .. 
+ - e -~D 
For the ~ axes, 
f= A e'GU= 1"e i ",+/ = s ' e i."'_m 
where YYf = £: c 
The Joukowski transformation is 
• Z = S'+ S-
f 
. , where r represents 
the airfoil in the ~ plane. The velocity in this plane can be obtained 
from dw . __ = [,,(- t 1f 
d'l-
or ,:: r = V2 
pre@8ure On the airfoil can be readily obtained. 
dw 
dt 
dw d!' d1 
d l ' d 5' d r 
, from which the 
d~ 
J d i! 
To get the average pressure it is necessary to determine the length 
of the periphery of the airfoil. lor this let ol. = 0 , p: a 
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and S = periphery . 
Then 
Then 
S = f /dr/ 
)..dL1 = I d't ' 
Neglect all terms of order 
= E~ D- Eel 
(<; '-£d - c' = 
I ;; I = I /- ~f ~1 
, where 
3 E or higher and calculate I: : I 
Then , Kdb~Ef- cos €I) + 'f (1+ 2£) S"""8 
/ + :z E ( 1 + E) (I - cos (}) 
-4/ }E'(I-COS 9) .. 
z Now l et t:= / + cos 9 
Substitution gives 
2 
S=- 'f tt /Ha'/I ,;:; + tZ[(I_",E .. IU Z)+ Ewb- f Df-b~tz+ "D b~tjdt 
Integrating around the periphery and removing terms of higher or~er 
gives 
Expend and simplify to get Mswer 
• 
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For 12% thickness, £ == o . O'Z4 
or 5 == 8 C ( I . 0 Z 'J I) 
It is interesting to note that if the same calculation is performed 
by neglecting all terms of £z or higher the anelfer is S == 8e ( 1 7- Z E) 
Ifhich 1s a difference of 15%. 
The average pressure on the airfoil is, 
P,.., = ; f Llpds 
Ifhere I D~ Vj -nLJ /--C r " u L 
• 
= P U'[I- -' I dWj 'J z 0 U; d;! 
Then 
I I dw U: d~ D 
since 
and 
z , ~ U" $111 G 
Let z t == I I- CD S e 
Then 
Then 
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Substitute this into the equation for Pa.r and get 
PIlAr -
1+2£ " O K PM S9£ w +£DKk~g 
J + gK l w II<I £i _t:~£ g 
f> 1.10 ' 
-2- (2£ + I . Z80r£Z + z£~tF 
"lor a 1O~ Joukowsld airfoil we get'" 
jD u"z 
- O . 1 >/ 
z 
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Appendix No.2 
Effect of Conning Tower on 
Windshield Blocking 
Some time after the completion of the tests described in Part II, 
Section I, Group 1, an opportunity arose to determine the blocking of the 
different windshields with the conning tower closed (throat ceiling fair-
ings in and deflector out). From the data of Runs 153 through 157 (see 
Run Index) end from the data in Fig. II - 16B the following tabulation has 
been prepared: 
~ q/q- per windshield 
-I ~ ~ ~ r¥ 
Conning tower open 0.006 0.011 0 . 023 I 0.030 
Conning tower closed 0.022 ----- 0.020 i 0.022 
Unfortunately th~re was not time to determine the incremental effect of 
~I but these data are sufficient to sUbstantiate the belief that having 
the conning tower open results in the image windshields not duplicating 
the blocking effect of the main windshields. 
Because the measured image-system blocking correction is applied to 
the tare runs in the calculation procedure, and because the operating q 
for normal tests is determined by actual surveys with a pitot-etatic tube, 
it is not likely that this differential blocking directly influences the 
magnitude of the tares or of the final model characteristics If there are 
errors, it is probable they will be caused by the image system not dupli-
eating the flow curvature and inclin~tion patterns induced by the main 
windshields. It should be pointed out that the q correction factor, 'l , 
(see Sec. G, cases 1 and 5) can not be used unless the blocking of the two 
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windshield systems is the same; 1.e., do not use the 'l correction if the 
conning tower is open. It is believed that these discrepancies had only a 
small effect on the steel wing characteristics, but that important errors 
may occur in tests on complete models. 
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Variation of Wtng-Strut_Seal Pressure with 
Wing Lift 
10 determine the variation with wing lift of the pressure at the tip 
of the wing windshield, we will add the velocity increment due to the wing 
to that at the tip without the and then calculate the pressure. 
x.." 
• 
1irst calculate the position of the windshield tip in terms of e 
and ;.. , where e is angular pod Hon of the point P in the §" plane and 
A= f' ,(see sketch in App. 1 b) . This will be done for 
c 
eX :; 0" 
• 
and it will be assumed that a and A do not change appreciably with small 
changes in 0( . Also assume the airfoil chord 1s 4 c • 
The Joukowski transformation from the f Dpl~ne to the t pl=e gives 
the ordi_tes (x,y) in the t plane as, (neglecting £2 terms), 
.2-
c 
y 
c 
Transferring these to the wind tunnel axes x", y" E~ee sketch) gives 
x. " 
e 
y" 
c 
J.. E Z • (,,') I + A CO J e - E + A cos e + -;iT c o s B = 1- -= + <058 ,,+-
A SIN B - SIN a - E,5 ' '''Z6 
...\ 
Nov 
Then 
C - 3 . S" " 
S INe -
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E = o . ofZ 9-
;. 
2 . 3 3 --::---
>. ' - I 
L c = 2 . 33 
C DS B 
_ (E-r) '" 
;"rl 
end . , 8= J Ob 9-9-;>,.j= 2. 7 '1 
x 
U' Nov substitute t hese values into the equat i on for 
• 
and determine 
the variation of the latter vith angle of attack of the wing. Note that 
V is the velocity in the ~ pl ane due to the ving. 1rom previous calcu-
lations ve have 
v' 
U' 
a 
= 
• 
Then cal culate 
above . 
The resul t for 01. 
Let do< 
= d CL 
z 
Z.I 8 '>'8 CDS (8 -"')] [F - O. 189'8 ~MAE9+ "'fJ ). Z[G ~ + I. 8 / S Z cos(o + "''!J 
where E =- A + 
I . / 9 J 5 
" 
F A + 0 . 008>-= ), 
G = ,\ + 0 . 8237 ), 
and the value of 
substi tuted . 
£ for a 12% thi ck wing has been 
d (-if) 
and substitute the values of end ;. given 
do( 
• = 0 is, [d~~Dto I . b 9 C. 
-' <t 
Then ["~F 1 I . (, 'I t. 
d CL 
<t 
CL =-0 
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o Alao the veloci ty for 01 = 0 due to the wing at the windshield tip 
waB calculated to be 
[ VL j /.0'>1 _ u; .,( =0 - u~ o 
We will assume the velocities due to the wbcKshiel~ wing at 0(. = o· ,and 
wing circulation can be added algebraically to the free stream velocity, 
LI. ,to obtain the total velocity at the windshield tip. Thus, 
U = U. .. A V, + .ll Vz + L! IIJ 
where A V, - velocity increment due to windshield 
4 s~ -= 
" " " " wing at 0< ~ O· 
" " " " 
" circulation 
From tbe experiments reported in Part II (Fig. 11-21) we know the pressure 
at the windshield tip without 
CU . .. '" v,f 
U· 
o 
The effect of the wing at 
a wing present is given by, 
I . hO or ..:.. o . zt.1I-
oJ. = o· was given as 
l . p>1 .,,--
I 
== o . oz S-
From the equation for change of pressur e with wing lift ve can write 
<" ~F I. ,!'t. r C 
o CU:. = Q 0 L 
2-
LJ V, 
U· 
o 
o V. 
+- l . a.> 
Solving for .1 V, gives 
U o 
We can now calculate .ll P , the tip pressure 
I - _I [u .. uK~ ~ 
or - O. '3?'> 
NorE : for ~;fo .. 
0 011.. o;rf,,;/ 
a = r . t;tO 
